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PASCAS INTRODUCTION
Documents assembled by Pascas are provided for your individual assessment and exploration. The
contents are sourced from a variety of avenues and publications. Every endeavour is made to determine
that the contents are of the highest level of truth and veracity. At all times we ask that you go within
yourself, to ascertain for yourself, how the contents resonate with you.
Pascas provides these notes and observations to assist us all in the development and growth of our own
pathways and consciousness. Pascas does not hold these contents as dogma. Pascas is about looking
within oneself. Much of what we are observing is new to us readers and thus, we consider that you will
take on board that which resonates with you, investigate further those items of interest, and discard that
which does not feel appropriate to you.
Kinesiological muscle testing, as developed by Dr David R Hawkins and quantified by his Map of
Consciousness (MOC) table, has been used to ascertain the possible level of truth of documents. Such
tested calibration levels appear within the document. We ask that you consider testing same for
yourself. The technique and process is outlined within Pascas documents, such as Pascas Care – Energy
Level of Food. From each person’s perspective, results may vary somewhat. The calibration is offered
as a guide only and just another tool to assist in considering the possibilities. As a contrast, consider
using this technique to test the level of truth of your local daily newspaper.
Contents are not to be interpreted as an independent guide to self-healing. The information sourced
herein is not from a doctor or doctors, and any information provided in this document should not be in
lieu of consultation with your physician, doctor, or other health care professional. Pascas, nor anyone
associated with this document, does not assume any responsibility whatsoever for the results of any
application or use of any process, technique, compound or potion as described within this document.
The sources of contents are noted throughout the document. In doing so, we acknowledge the
importance of these sources and encourage our readers to consider further these sources. Should we
have infringed upon a copyright pertaining to content, graphics and or pictures, we apologise. In such
cases, we will endeavour to make the appropriate notations within the documents that we have
assembled as a service via our not for profit arm, to our interested community.
We offer all contents in love and with the fullness of grace, which is intended to flow to readers who
join us upon this fascinating journey throughout this incredible changing era we are all experiencing.
Living Feelings First,

John.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the
availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.” JD
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The SPIRIT of LIFE:

Judas of Kerioth edited by Geoff Cutler
August 27th, 2001
Received by H. R. Cuenca, Ecuador
https://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/the-spirit-of-life-hr27-aug-2001/
The Spirit of God, the active energy of His soul, the spirit, therefore, is an emanation of God, and does
not strictly form part of Him. I repeat this, so that it is clear that Divine Love is not a kind of spirit, but
part of the Father’s Own Substance, and that this special energy of the Father we call the Holy Spirit,
performs the in-flowing of God’s Love into the human souls.
Jesus already mentioned in several messages that the Holy Spirit is the Father’s only active force, which
deals with the human soul, transferring His Love. But the Soul of God irradiates other classes of
energies, other classes of spirit, for example the creative spirit, the spirit of life, and many more, which
we may discuss little by little in the future.
What does life mean? There is a definition of the World Health Organization, stating that life is
characterized by attributes like growth, metabolism, reproduction and movement. With these
characteristic, the WHO wants to clarify that certain forms of existence do not constitute life, although
they may possess part of these attributes. To give you an example, a crystal has no life. A crystal
grows, it even reproduces in some way, but it doesn’t move and it doesn’t have metabolism. In the same
way, a virus, according to this definition, has no life, although it moves, it reproduces, in some way it
grows, but it doesn’t have metabolism.
As you understand very well, this definition facilitates a satisfactory orientation in the material world,
but it is of a doubtful value when we speak of "life after death."
The spirit of life needs matter for its activity. If it finds adequate matter to confer life upon it, it enters
and launches a process, which science doesn’t understand so far, the miracle of life. On the other hand,
if the matter, which we might call an organism in our discourse, no longer provides proper conditions
for the activity of the spirit of life, it retires, and the organism dies. That is very important to know,
because the spirit of life always depends on the operation of matter. Life, therefore, as we know it on
the planet Earth, "material" life, is not an attribute of matter, but it is something external, an energy
emanating from God’s Soul, an energy which comes and which leaves.
If we take the example of the soul, things are different. The soul survives the physical death, that is to
say, it continues living when the spirit of life abandons the material body. The soul contains an intrinsic
vital force, and it doesn’t depend on the aforementioned spirit. This intrinsic force is the object of
studies in the spirit world; rather fruitless studies so far. And therefore the question, if man’s soul will
continue to live through all eternity, still lacks an answer. Nor can I answer this question.
Divinity, on the other hand, also entails a characteristic, which we call life, but it is of a completely
different nature, because it belongs to the Divine Kingdom. It is life, as the Father owns it, which
doesn’t know a beginning nor an end, because it is eternal. When man’s soul acquires the Substance of
God little by little, it also acquires simultaneously the corresponding attributes, and among them is life
"eternal." I put the word eternal between quotation marks, because in the case of God it is so, but we
know that our life has a beginning, therefore it is not eternal. But incorporating Divine Love, the human
soul acquires this endless life, the same as God is endless. In the moment of the total transformation of
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the soul, there remains nothing more of the original substance, and there remains nothing of its original
life, there is only eternal Divine life.
The old philosophical question about the continuity of life after death, therefore, is not a valid query,
considering that material life is of a completely different quality from the soul’s life. It is external and
not intrinsic in matter. Only beings who have a soul, that is, the human beings, can "survive" the body’s
physical death, in other words, the life of the soul is some sort of separate life, apart from "organic" life
of matter. And following this line of thought, life of the Divine soul is of still another category than life
of the purely human soul. It is not so, therefore, that the transformed soul simply acquires true
immortality like a continuation of the human soul’s life, but rather it is a completely new quality, only
possible through the transformation into the Divine.
You were also wondering about the creation of animals in the spirit world on the part of spirits, who
love animals and want them or need them to complete their happiness. They create animals, their
bodies, of the matter of the spiritual universe, like they can create the most diverse things, provided that
they have obtained a certain degree of development and progress, of course, and as I have explained, the
spirit of life, that spirit of God, penetrates this creation and gives it life. It is the same phenomenon of
material life, as you may observe it on Earth. This phenomenon does not explain the character and other
characteristics of the animal so created, but today we shall not talk about this topic, but shall do this
some other day.
The spirit body does not require the spirit of life, because it is like a "material extension" of the soul. It
is always under construction, if this expression is admitted, and for that reason reflects the condition of
soul. The mind and the senses, which have their seat in the spiritual body, are also subject to this
continuous change. In the non-Divine soul, these functions continue strong, because the soul continues
using and trusting these functions of the spiritual body, while in the case of the Divine soul, the
ascendance of this soul is so strong that the mind and the senses of the spiritual body wither, since the
soul no longer uses them nor needs them. The spiritual body, in the Celestial world, eventually
"degenerates" to a simple appendix of the soul, which practically no longer exercises any other function
than that of maintaining individuality. That is one of the reasons, why I have told you that we cannot
present ourselves as we really are, because you could not perceive us so, but rather we create the form in
which we want you to see us.
http://new-birth.net/
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On DIVINE LOVE and JUDAS' BACKGROUND
August 26th, 2001 Received by H. R. Cuenca, Ecuador
https://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/on-divine-love-andjudas-background-hr-26-aug-2001/
Our souls are like a stream of water, searching its way to the Great Ocean of God. It is a natural law that
the water eventually finds the shortest way to its destiny, but often in its course, obstacles block the way,
and the water’s course deviates and seemingly looses direction. Nevertheless, it will reach the ocean,
and it will be one with it.
The water will gnaw on those obstacles and erode them, and little by little, will shorten its path. But it
will also create new obstacles, by the rubble it draws with it.
You can liken this image to the soul, which is hampered and fettered by beliefs, by the material mind,
which always tries to dominate it, but little by little, the soul will erode and remove those obstacles, and
although new ones will appear, there will come the day when it asserts itself and finally find God and its
at-onement with Him. Our soul has the innate desire to find God, and man cannot suppress this desire
forever. In the seemingly eternal battle between soul and material mind, the soul will prove stronger.
You have heard that the soul’s development increases its awareness, and with its awareness, the soul’s
perceptions gain a wider space of activity. In time, they become keener, and when the soul’s awareness
through its selective perceptions has taken advantage of what its environment may offer, it experiences a
sudden expansion, and a new world of wonders and opportunities opens up.
This is the normal way of development, stimulated by the spirit’s or the mortal’s interest and inclination,
and guided by other spirits, who in their more advanced state lead their charge along the chosen path.
But there is another possibility, and this is that the Father Himself enlarges the soul’s awareness, as if He
uncovered a hidden door, a pathway to a new universe. He did this once, when He blessed us with the
awareness of His Love, a Love which always existed, which always bathed us, but which mankind could
not perceive. This is the so-called privilege of receiving His Soul’s Substance, because in order to
receive It, you must be aware of Its existence.
Jesus already informed that God’s Love always flooded the universe of His creation, but it was not
accessible for mankind, after the first parents had slammed shut this door, and the knowledge of the
door’s existence disappeared.
Now, after the Father’s renewed bestowal of this privilege, all men, deep inside their souls, know that
this door exists, and it would be the task of the different churches to guide their members’ attention to
this door, but instead, they have opened up other doors, leading to the world of the perfect man,
distracting people’s attention from the Divine Pathway, which starts exactly at the mentioned door.
The first one was, why do the messages state that God has a place of living, when His Love, which is
His Soul’s Substance floods all the universe? You could not and you still cannot understand this. Ann
Rollins wrote that man does not live and move and have his being in God, but merely in the attributes of
God. But His Divine Love is not strictly God’s attribute, It is His Own Substance. And It is all around
us.
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The second question, which disturbed you, was the statement that spirits in the sixth sphere could not
precede further in their soul development. And that his stationary state was the cause for their eventual
or possible discontent. Their souls, in their structure, have reached whatever they are able to reach, and
all they can do is to accumulate more knowledge, that is, to obtain an increase in quantity, but not in
quality.
But you thought that, in some way or the other, something similar was happening in the Celestial
Spheres. All souls, which enter there, have been completely and perfectly transformed previously in
God’s Own Substance of Love. So what those souls can achieve is to accumulate ever more of this
Substance, but this means, as in the first case, an increase in quantity, but not in quality.
Now, just to answer the last part of the second question, one cannot compare Divine Love with
knowledge. But let us proceed in order.
It is true, God’s Substance floods the universe, but man does not live and move and have his being in
God, because while it is true that God is Love, He is not only Love, He is much more. His Substance of
Love is only that part of His Divinity, which He has offered us. But nobody said that He has offered us
all.
God’s Spirit floods the universe, like the spirit of life, about which we will speak more in detail in the
future. And part of His Substance is all-present, too. But not all of God is all-present in the universe.
Now, as to the second question, it is true that the inhabitants of the sixth sphere are restricted to
accumulating knowledge and enjoying their happiness. This is great, but, indeed, their true progress has
ended.
In the Celestial Heavens things are a bit different. You are unable in your present condition to
understand Divine Love and all the blessings this Substance gives us. But besides mentioning that
Divine Love and discontent are totally opposed, and a soul filled with the Father’s Love will never
suffer unhappiness but increases its happiness with each particle of Love it receives (an effect you
cannot claim for knowledge), I will only tell you that God’s Being implies much more, so immensely
more that you, I, and even the most advanced spirits of the Celestial Heavens are incapable of sounding
It. I will tell you, though, that, as God has opened up a door to perceive and acquire part of His Divinity
of Love, He can open up other doors to perceive and acquire other parts of His Divinity, which you
cannot imagine in your wildest fantasies. These are things non-existent to your awareness, but still, they
do exist. It is utterly impossible to explain more, but I will state that we will never be as God is, but
progressively we will take on more of His Divinity in more facets than this one you know: His
Marvellous Love. So remember, progress in the Celestial Heavens is eternal, in quantity and in quality.
But God’s Divine Love is so fulfilling and complete that you should not worry about other things to
come. Just strive and enjoy, there is no limit to the Father’s blessings.
http://new-birth.net/
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Natural Self Expression

100%

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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DIMENSIONS of ONE’S EXISTENCE:
Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole
different level or plane or place or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation, it’s not
experiential like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of Creation by expressing their
personalities into Creation, and then by having their personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
SOUL exists existentially

Our Physical Body and our Spirit Body are of
Creation, being linked together by cords of light as are
the two spirit bodies, male and female, to the one Soul.

One’s unique personality is soul based. Our unique soul
expresses its unique personality through the two spirit bodies
and physical bodies expressing both the male and female aspects.
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The SOUL:
P. 4 Judas of Kerioth edited by Geoff Cutler
https://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sortedyear/messages-2001/the-soul-hr-19-aug-2001/
The opening of the soul is not a passive attitude; it is something active,
where you have to put your will and your efforts. You like comparisons
so much, as many people do, because they facilitate an easy way to
explain things that otherwise would be very difficult to render in words.
Well then, imagine the soul like a ball of glass, completely transparent,
“open” to the passing of light. Its transparent surface allows the “Light”
of Divine Love to enter, even more, it allows a total communication with
wonderful world of Divinity. It also allows the light glowing inside, this
flame stimulated by Divine Love, to shine forth, visible for everybody,
manifesting its presence.

August 19th, 2001
Your soul:

Clear to being muddied

This is the pristine state of the soul, this total transparency, its entire
surface like an interface to Divinity. Upon the soul’s incarnation, it
receives the great gift of not only perceiving the Divinity that surrounds it,
but of incorporating it, owning it, and then emitting the light that forms
through the reaction of “fermentation”, caused by the incorporation of
Divinity.
Unfortunately, with incarnation also come encrustments that cover the smooth surface, making it
opaque, not transparent, that does not allow the entrance of light. But always, even in the worst of cases,
there is a small crack through which the soul may know that something more exists out there, something
irradiating warmth, light, happiness, something that is worth yearning for, worth trying to obtain.
Incarnation and the formation of the spiritual body and its abilities, however, also implies the formation
of the material mind which, fostered by the kind of education we receive, finally asserts itself, squashing
and suffocating the soul and its innate longings.
The opening up of the soul is something active – once it is open, and once a small portion of Divine
Love has entered, it is not enough to rest satisfied with the achievement. No, it is the permanent work of
keeping open this divine interface, of entering in a continuous communication with Divinity,
communication that is necessarily reflected in the person’s attitude and daily living. If we allow this
portion of Divine Love that has entered us to become inactive, that is to say, if we don’t contribute in
any way to stimulate the “fermentation of the batch of dough”, the surface of the soul will turn opaque,
and the Divine Light cannot penetrate, as well, the feeble light inside us cannot shine forth, it will be
invisible to the world, as if it did not exist.
We call this part of Divinity, which is intended for the human souls, the Divine Love. We also say that
it is not an abstract feeling, but rather that it is God’s Own Substance. And so it is. This Substance has
many characteristics, and the most prominent is that of unconditional Love, the Love the Heavenly
Father has for us. But there are other characteristics in It, which Its name doesn’t reveal immediately,
because it is a name that we have chosen from the human vocabulary, an insufficient vocabulary born of
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the mind that doesn’t know how to describe with accuracy the world of our soul, even worse, it does not
know how to describe the Great Soul of God.
Divine Love evokes attributes to health, that is to say, perfect balance, harmony, wisdom, knowledge,
and much more. It is not human wisdom, but God’s true wisdom. The inflowing of Divine Love,
therefore, increases these attributes in us.
The opening up of the soul permits a permanent exchange with Divinity, a permanent recharge of
this healing energy that allows not only the re-establishment of lost health, but the continuity of
health, providing such a perfect balance, even in the physical body, that noxious agents like
bacteria and virus cannot find any opportunity to unchain pathological reactions, which we
commonly call illness.
You know that the presence of bacteria or virus does not mean necessarily that the body falls ill. And
knowing this, why did you state the contrary?
But, yes, it is correct to observe that a person perfected in their natural love, not having obtained any
portion of Divinity, will always be subject to the natural laws with all their consequences. But imagine a
perfect world, perfect in the natural love... Yes, you can visualize that humanity’s combined efforts to
combat illness will achieve wonderful goals. You can understand that no longer would there be hunger
or poverty, nor would there be corruption due to the aspiration for profit at another’s expense, and that
this perfection, outside the scope of the Divine, can also leave very little space for disease. But it is
true that people without the benefit of Divine Love would lack the protective shield, which the
intrinsic healing energies of Divine Love provide for those who pray for our Heavenly Father’s
Grace.
The opening up of the soul bears other benefits. It allows communication from soul to soul, the
only communication form that we use in the Celestial Heavens, the only valid communication of which
the human soul may make good use to be in contact with God, and finally, it is the form that we use to
communicate with mortals.
This explains why mediums who don’t strive to develop their souls in the Divine Love will never enter
into contact with us, because we speak on a different “wavelength”. The medium without soul
development forcibly tunes in to inferior frequencies and he or she will only receive information from
spirits who communicate along the same frequency. It is not a communication from soul to soul, it is a
communication from mind to mind, and here I refer to the material mind.
In soul development we arrive at some point to when the soul definitely takes control, and the material
mind, with its seat in the spiritual body, disappears. When this happens, the soul has obtained the
capacity to enter the 7th Sphere, and as long as the material mind exists, the soul could not live in that
sphere, since it would be completely wanting of communication.
The 7th Sphere, then is the place of the soul’s total opening up, with all its consequences – for example,
there is no need for languages because all our feelings, our thoughts, are transmitted in form of
information packages, directly from soul to soul, and the contents of our soul lies open for all other souls
to see. You could call it the absolute “information society”, with free access to everything, where
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nothing is hidden from anybody. This abundance of information, these galaxies of positive experiences
and feelings, are only one of the factors for our happiness.
August 20th, 2001
But I tell you that our light is so great that we cannot even show ourselves to you as we really are. Your
eyes would get blinded. But your light is weak, and we can distinguish each and every detail within
you. You have to obtain more light, little by little, getting acquainted, only then you may see us as we
are. This is a law. Whatever seems bright to you today, will seem weak and dim in the future, whatever
seems like a flash of lightning, unbearable and inscrutable for you eyes, will seem to you pleasant and
normal in the future.
August 20th, 2001
Babies who die before being born or a few days after their birth are received by special spirits, who take
care of their formation. They are good spirits, and many times succeed to start those babies along the
Divine Path.
He also asked if he could see her one day. This depends on the link of love between the parents and
their baby. Many parents simply forget, others try to displace the recollection from their memory,
because it is a sad recollection, and they don’t want it to interfere with their lives. This is very
understandable from a psychological point of view, but in all these cases, the love link does not exist any
more, and the spirits in charge of the babies’ education and care do not try to establish it. If it does not
exist, no artificial link will be created. On the other hand, if there is a loving connection, those spirits
stimulate the baby’s participation, in some way, in their parent’s life. This means the babies spend much
time with their parents, they are well informed about their doings and their life, and one day when the
parents themselves pass over, the “babies”, who normally are not babies any more, receive them and
prepare a wonderful welcome to the spirit world for them.
The rupture of family links is not tragic. You have heard that in the spirit world those links will be kept
up during some period of time, but then, little by little, they disappear. They are replaced by another
form of nexus, determined by the Law of Attraction. The biological family looses its significance.
Lastly, we are all brothers and sisters, and material biology, as you know it on Earth, has no utility here.
Yes, he also said that the baby still had no name. But tell him that here even the names loose their
importance. Names in this form do not exist any more.
The spirit body is the expression of the soul. In some way, it betrays the soul’s condition.
http://new-birth.net/

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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GOD
God is God, who is our Heavenly Mother and Father,
being SoulMates. There is only one Soul that is God’s
Soul, that being the Soul of our Mother and Father.
Our Heavenly Parents are the First Soulmates; The Two
Who Are One who have brought us all into being.

Father
Mother

Jesus and Mary are a son and daughter of God.
Jesus of Nazareth and Mary of Magdalene,
being soulmates, where both free of sin.
Jesus and Mary, combined in their love for us,
are our teachers and guidance for us to find our
way home to our Heavenly Parents. To start
this journey we are to liberate our souls from
being entombed within our suppressive minds,
through feeling and longing for the truth of our
feelings via our soul and peel away our injuries
incurred since conception.
Give yourself time to consolidate your relationship with the Mother and Father through the
partaking of Their Love. And whilst you are doing this, you can learn about your healing, all
that’s involved with it, as there are many willing spirits to share their healing experiences with
you.
When you are ready it will start happening simply because you will want it to, it all being
orchestrated by your soul. And when that time comes you will have developed a strong
foundation in your relationship with the Mother and Father for you to work from. We are to
feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them,
express them fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.
It is to make longing for God’s Love the priority, and then do one’s healing; should one want to
include God and the Divine Love in one’s feeling healing. This is doing your soul-healing as
you are seeking to heal your soul of all evilness – of that which made you become evil, and
release all the hurt and pain of not being fully and truly loved.
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Revelation 1: Our soul becomes encrusted
with harmful ways of life, plus negative and
erroneous beliefs, these mainly stem from our
childhood upbringing and environment. Thus
we live untrue to ourselves, we become ‘evil’.
Whilst we hold to these injuries we limit the
amount of Love that we can receive into our
soul. To open our soul to the Love we must
firstly and progressively embrace our
emotional injuries and allow them to be
released. Until we emotionally experience
past errors and injuries we hold onto them.
To free our soul of damage and toxic emotions
we must open ourselves to experiencing them.
This is a progressive, slow and uncomfortable
cleansing process that we must all experience.
Only by addressing the generational injuries
will we, as humanity, evolve in love.
To fully divest one’s self of our badness, we have to ‘go into’ our feelings. Call this process of
clearing toxic emotions as ‘Letting Go’, ‘Emotional Processing’, ‘Journey Process’ or ‘Feeling
Healing’. Embracing Divine Love then Feeling Healing becomes Soul Healing.
As part of our Feeling-Healing we will have to work our way into all our feelings to see if indeed
they are coming truly from our heart and soul, or if they are being heavily influenced by our
mind. And this will then lead us into questioning and uncovering the truth, if there is any, to
our beliefs and why we behave the way we do; and is such behaviour based on truth, or is it
based once again on untruth, belief, and rules of our mind.
Revelation 2: We can long for, ask for and receive the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love. The greater our soul
is free of error and injury, the more of the Divine Love
can be received and assimilated into our natural love
formed soul. The Love does not free us of injury,
however, it strengthens our resolve to continue on our
journey to be free of error and injury, to step away from
evil aspects that have been encapsulated within our
humanness and soul. It is this Love, the Divine Love,
that brings about immortality of our soul and it is this
Love that will eventually fit us to enter the Celestial
Heavens and progress for ever more onwards to
Paradise. These two revelations free us from error and
enable us to grow in love ever more.

Immortality with the Love.
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FEELING HEALING + SOUL HEALING
To heal one’s self is to simply look to see what feelings we are refusing to let ourself feel, and accept
them instead of denying them. And to fully accept them, one needs to express them, speak about them,
let them have their say, rather than pushing them aside, refusing to let them make you feel bad.
Doing this all with the intention of seeking the truth of why you are feeling them, of speaking about and
expressing all such feelings; all feelings you have, but ALL WITH the INTENTION of UNCOVERING
the TRUTH THEY WANT YOU TO SEE ABOUT YOURSELF. And it’s the wanting to see the truth
of them that is very important, because if you just look to accept them and speak and express them, but
not seek their truth, then that’s all you’ll be doing, speaking and expressing them, but not healing their
causes, so not fixing the things within you that are making you feel bad. And it’s the truth part of it,
seeking the truth of your feelings, and so, seeking the truth through your feelings, that’s vitally
important. It’s the truth of yourself, life, nature and God, that is the spiritual aspect to it all.
You CAN’T find the truth of yourself, or anything else, through and with only your mind. You HAVE
to engage and look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the
Way’, then the truth will come as you express them. So to do our Soul-Healing consists of these steps,
all of which are ongoing until it's done:

Admit you are feeling bad.

Accept your bad feelings, identify what they are.

Honour fully your bad feelings by expressing them, speaking about them to someone who is
willing to hear you talk about them, or tell them out loud to our Heavenly Parents. Long for
the truth of them. Long for the truth of why you feel bad – what deep within you is causing
your bad feelings?

And remember, bad feelings are Good! Not bad. They are not to be despised. And as hard
as it is to accept them, they are still you, and a very real part of you. And if you persist in
denying them and not allowing yourself to fully live them, then you are only going to keep
yourself in your errors making things harder for yourself.

All sickness and suffering, all bad things that happen to you, all your problems, all your
addictions – your whole feeling-denying and untrue life, is all caused by your denial of bad
feelings.

Every problem in the world is brought about because everyone has been brought up to deny
feelings, and in particular, most of their bad ones.
If one is intent on spiritually evolving and growing in truth, then it’s vital, and this is the key, that one
looks to use one’s feelings as the means to gain and have access to the truth of oneself. You CAN’T
find the truth of yourself or anything else through and with only your mind. You HAVE to engage and
look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the Way’, then the
truth will come as you express them.
Doing your Soul-Healing with the Divine Love, is really doing your 'Feeling-Healing'. We are designed
— created — to be self-revealing of truth, and so we are all to uncover the truth within ourselves and for
ourselves, and all being done by living true to our feelings. If you accept, express and seek the truth
of your feelings, then truth will come to you, and you’ll grow spiritually. It’s as easy as that. Also
it is as easy as it is to long for, ask for and receive Divine Love.
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THE HEALING OF YOUR BAD FEELINGS THROUGH THEIR ACCEPTANCE
AND FINDING THE TRUTH OF THEM, IS THE ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR
NEGATIVE, REBELLIOUS, EVIL, IMPERFECT MIND AND WILL CONDITION.
To do our feeling-healing we need to become:
Aware of – Acknowledge – and Admit, our bad feelings.
So we can:
Accept – them and allow ourselves to Be them.
And then if we feel to, take:
Action – Express, speak and emote them.
Talk about them.
All being done whilst longing to, really wanting to, see the TRUTH of our feelings.
So it sounds simple.
So I repeat:
We accept our bad feelings by expressing – speaking about them to someone willing to listen
to us and take us seriously. And as we speak we long for the truth of them – why we are
feeling them – to be made known to us. And when we uncover and see the truth we are
FREE! – healed of the causes that have made us feel bad.
Accept, Express – see the Truth, and you're Free!
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL YOU FEEL, THINK AND ARE, IS THE KEY TO DOING
YOUR HEALING; THAT, AND WANTING TO SEE THE TRUTH OF ALL YOU
FEEL, THINK AND ARE.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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Prayers to our Mother and Father
From ‘Religion of Feelings’ by James Moncrief
Please Mother and Father help me accept my untrue state and bring up all my repressed feelings so I can
see the full truth of why I feel so unloved and all that’s wrong with me.
Please Mother and Father help me see the truth of myself through my feelings.
Please my beloved Heavenly Parents, fill my soul with Your Divine Love. I long for Your Divine Love;
please answer my prayer and yearning to be at-one with You and do Your Will by living true to myself
and all my feelings. Please fill my heart and soul with Your Divine Love – please make my soul like
Yours – Divine.
Please Mother and Father, I want to uncover the whole truth of myself through my feelings. I want to be
able to feel and accept just how bad I am, how bad I feel I am, how bad I’ve been in my life. I want to
know the whole ugly truth of myself, see it and feel it and understand how I came to be it. Please reveal
to me through my feelings all the truth of myself You want me to see. I want to be as You want me to
be; I want to be true and perfect, Healed of all my rebelliousness and self- and feeling-denial; I want to
be good, loving, true and happy, please help me become true to myself, true to my soul, true to You.
Please Mother and Father help me, I’m in such bad pain, I feel so alone, so miserable, so scared, what’s
going to become of me, I don’t understand, what’s the point of me, why have You made me; please help
me see the truth of myself – all the truths of myself, nature, how to be in the world, of You both. I want
to know, I want to know it all through my feelings, all that there is to see, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth. Please help all my pain come to the surface of me so I can embrace and accept and express
it out of me. I want to use my feelings to uncover the truth they are to show me; please help me to do
that.
Please Mother and Father love me. I want You to love me. I want to feel fully loved by You. I don’t
want anything else, only to be with You. Please, that is all I am asking.
Please make me feel how unloving I am. Please show me the horrible truth that I am. I want to see and
feel and understand the worst of me, please take me into my darkest scariest ugliest unwanted rejected
places within myself. I don’t want to feel all the dreadful pain that I know is there locked away inside
me, yet I do also want it all to come up and out of me, and I want to use it to see the truth of my
wrongness, the truth of how evil I am, the truth of my fucked up state. I no longer want to be false,
pretending I am okay, using my mind to make me falsely believe I am good, happy, loved and loving,
when I know I’m not. For how can I be when You’ve brought me into my unloving state, making me be
of it. And as You want me to experience being this negative way, please show me the whole truth of it.
I no longer want to deny any part of myself, or any of my bad feelings. I want them all to come up so I
can express them, emoting their pain, feeling how bad You’ve made me feel all my life and all through
my early life; I want to see why, and so reveal all the truth to myself. I want to be the living truth of
myself, living true to my feelings and the truth they give rise to. Please help me to do my Healing, and
please fill my soul with Your Divine Love.
The mind way is the ‘dead’ way; the feelings way is the ‘alive’ way.
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Examples of some prayers to God:
From ‘Feeling Healing’ by James Moncrief
Please God show me the truth of myself through my feelings.
Please help me see the truth about myself You want me to see.
And please help me feel all my repressed pain; please bring up all my bad feelings so I can express them
and see what it is they are to show me about myself, my life, and You.
And please help me work through my blocks, I want to Heal myself, I want to become true to myself
and true to my feelings and true to You – please help me do that.
Heavenly Mother and Father, I feel so bad, and I know I’m doing it to myself, but I can’t help it. I can’t
stop my compulsive addictions, so will you please bring up the buried feelings in me and show me the
reasons why I can’t stop. Please! I want to know – I REALLY WANT TO KNOW why I do them.
Please help me Mother and Father to uncover the truth of myself. Please, I beg you, please, please,
please show me the truth of them so I can give them up. I hate feeling bad, yet I know I must so I can
keep expressing my bad feelings to see the truth You want me to see, so please help me feel bad.
Please Mother and Father fill my heart and soul with Your Divine Love. Please give me Your Love.
Please love me and make me feel loved by You. I want to feel You close to me, I want You to hold me,
make me feel loved by You. I only want You and to do Your Will. Please help me bring up all my
repressed feelings so I can express them and uncover their truth. Please help me do my Healing. Please
give me Your Love.
I hate you Mother and Father; why have You given me such a shit awful life? I hate myself, I hate You,
I hate everything about my life. I feel so bad all the time. I’ve expressed so many bad feelings and still
I feel bad. It’s not fair, it’s not fair what You’ve done to me. I hate You! And I want You to help me
Heal myself, so I can stop feeling bad. You put me in the shit for whatever reasons, and I want You
now to help me get out of it and show me what it’s all been about. Please help me to Heal myself so I
no longer hate You.
I long for Your Divine Love Mother and Father. Please fill my soul with it. And please help me
uncover the truth of myself through my feelings. I want to see it all! And please make it all end, I’m so
tired of always feeling so bad, please take all my bad feelings away by making me feel them and
showing me the truth I am to see.
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LOVE
is
Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way is a contemporary ‘religion’ based on living true to yourself
through your feelings. Understanding that all you need in life is contained within your soul and is
shown to you through your feelings. And by loving your feelings, by attending to them properly
(talking or writing them out of you) and not denying them, you can use them to uncover the truth of
yourself – the truth of your soul.
Feelings First Spirituality is not a formalised religion that tells you how to be, that is too controlling and
is actually bad for you, limiting your spiritual growth. You can be wholly self-revealing of the truths
you need to be, being the person God created you to be, all by living true to your feelings.
Feelings First Spirituality has no formal structure because we understand we don't need one, our soul
contains within it all the truth of our spiritual ascent. If we look to our feelings for the truth they want us
to see about ourselves, nature and God, then what more do we need! Our true spiritual path is the path
our feelings will lead us down, that is, provided we allow them to. This is the most spiritual we can be.
Living the New Way of Feelings First Spirituality
You come to the understanding from your life experiences that how you are is not right, it doesn’t make
you feel good – that you are wrong in some way. And you want to change yourself, you want to become
right, true and perfect – you want to be like God is.
And to do this you need to do your Healing
Your Feeling-Healing is looking to your feelings for the truth of yourself, the truth being hidden in many
of the feelings you are not wanting to face in life. So you have to end your feeling denial, accepting all
your bad feelings (and good ones), express them (yet not necessarily acting upon them), whilst longing
to uncover the truth they are to show you.
Or, you can do your Soul-Healing, which is your Feeling-Healing together with including longing
directly to God for God’s Divine Love. When you receive the Divine Love into your soul, it will cause
your soul to become divine, and it will deepen your personal relationship with God. Long with all your
heart to God for God’s Divine Love.
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/

Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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The beauty of it all, is the truth comes to you through your own feelings. You don’t need to be told it by
anyone. You can work it all out for yourself. We are self-revealing of truth, it’s how God created us to
be, and by being it we’ll feel the happiest we can feel. Truth is our great comforter, so when you feel it
come up within you, ah it feels so good and you feel just right – perfect!
We know only how to deny feelings, now we can get to know how to accept them. And always with the
truth being the most important part.
If you don’t want to uncover the truth of your feelings, then you can keep on expressing them forever
but you will never fully heal yourself. Seeing the truth results in the Healing. And to see the truth you
need to express all the pain out of you. The two things go hand in hand.
You can accept and express your bad feelings, letting off steam all day long, yet nothing will heal and
nothing much will come of it. So this is where wanting your feelings to show you the truth of why
you’re feeling as you are is so important.
Don’t go fishing with your mind, that will shut the truth out from rising up for you.
KEEP YOUR MIND OUT OF IT. It’s a feeling thing, doing your Feeling-Healing.
(This is where we erred previously, and this how other modalities are in error.)
You long when you can, then stop longing and keep expressing. And at some point, and it might not
even happen immediately, it might happen after days or weeks of expressing the same bad feelings, truth
will come to you. And it does, it just comes up suddenly into your consciousness. You just know. You
see the picture and you feel it’s true. And you know it’s true. And THEN your mind can come in and
start sorting it out and putting in context.
It’s the Truth that we are seeking. It’s the End Point. The Reason for doing your Healing. You are to
see the whole Truth of yourself. And to begin with, that’s the whole truth of your unloving self, of your
wrongness, of your evilness, of why you are as you are in your negative unloving mind-controlling state.
To be able to fully accept yourself as you are, warts and all. To not fight or resist or try and change
yourself, just to accept all you feel and all the truth of all those bad feelings you feel about yourself.
And when you do, so you will be healed. You CAN’T heal yourself unless you uncover the truth of
your pain, suffering and so the truth of all your bad feelings.
Through our Feeling-Healing we long for the truth of what we’re feeling whenever we can. So as often
as you can. You want, and REALLY WANT WITH ALL YOUR BEING, ALL YOUR WILL, to know
why you are feeling bad. You yearn, want, long and beg and beg and BEG God to show you the truth of
yourself through your feelings. So when you are expressing your bad feelings you can stop and long for
the truth to show you what’s going on, why do you feel so bad, and you can do it any time you think of
it or feel to do it.
Notes from ‘Feeling Healing’ by James Moncrief
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JAMES

PADGETT
MONCRIEF

1 Commenced
2 Completed

1914
2014

1

Divine Love addresses the issues of the Rebellion.

2

Feeling Healing addresses the issues of the Default.

These two 'headlines' came about from Mother's comments through James.
We are to recognise the degree of the impact that the Default has had on the way humanity lives. That
is, it is suggested that the way we remodel our children to become clones of ourselves, the way we
suppress their true selves, and cause them to capitulate to be our 'little me's' is a result of the way life
emerged directly from the Default some 38,000 years ago.
Whereas the Rebellion, of 200,000 years ago, was the rejection of the Mother and Father as well as our
Spiritual parents, Mary and Jesus.
Thus two distinctly catastrophic events.
We need these two events into perspective, if you please. We need to bring these two separate events
into a clear comprehensive way of understanding so that the relevance is clearly understood.
This enables the two revelations stand out, and as to why one had to follow the other distinctly.
Nanna Beth: The Rebellion, John, is against the Mother and Father, against Their Love, and Their
Truth. It is the rejection of Them, saying: there is no God. It’s denying the Personalities that God is.
It’s rejecting and denying personality interaction, which is all about love. So it’s unloving. And to hide
that, to pretend otherwise, means the mind has to be used to corrupt one’s feelings. To claim: ‘I am
God, I am love, I am Truth’, means I am the only one and all the rest should fuck off and leave me alone
so I can get on with my greatness. It’s being totally mind-consumed with yourself, with such arrogance,
that really you only see yourself in your narcissism, and nothing else and no one else exists.
The sadness of the Lucifer’s relationship (Lucifer and his soulmate) is they didn’t love each other truly,
only by using their minds to pretend they did. Really they hated each other, being so unloving, and had
they been true to that, they would have moved to the absolute opposite ends of Creation, there to be in
their own greatness telling themselves all day long how wonderful they were – being self-loving the
wrong way through their minds. Which is all really: self-hating.
And so we have relationships in which we hate ourselves because we are untrue and unloving, then we
come together contriving love for one another, then believe we love God as well and want to do His
Will. It’s all false, all wrong, all evil, all unloving. That’s what we’ve got to see. That we are rejecting
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ourselves, and so each other, and God, in every part of ourselves, in every interaction. Really we should
be hitting each other continuously on the head, and hitting ourselves too.
The Rebellion is the rejection of true love. Of Natural love and Divine Love.
The Default simply compounds the issue by focusing it all on the relationships. As in, how we live our
rebellion is through the Default. Pre-default, humanity was openly rebellious, it was evolving yet lacked
personal focus; then with the Default, humanity was able to take it into all that it’s become. So we’re all
living out the truth of Eve and Adam’s rebellion, which equals their default.
To heal the Default in us means we have to see the truth of all our unlovingness in our relationships with
ourselves, each other, with nature mostly through our relationship with our pets, how we treat animals
for food, and the desecration of the environment, and with our Mother and Father. There are lots to it.
And as we see this, it takes us into dealing with our rebellion. We chose to not be loving when we
uncover through our feelings the truth of how unloving we are. We chose to live true to our Natural
love and the Divine Love, so true to ourselves and our Mother and Father. And these are not mental
decisions, they are feeling ones, you want to go that way because you feel it’s right and good for you,
which it is. You feel you don’t want to be unloving because it’s not right and bad for you, it feels bad.
So in the expression and depths of our feelings, and particularly our bad ones, we can feel how being
unloving makes us feel, and we slowly want to be the other way. Which can be difficult because we
don’t know how that other way is, never having been wholly or truly loving; but you long for it, you
want it, knowing it’s a possibility and reality that can somehow be achieved. So this is really ‘willing’
it, willing ourselves to be loving, and ending our willing ourselves to be unloving; and our soul and God
complies with our will and so gradually changes us from being unloving into being loving.
I think to help you summarise it, you could simply say: The Rebellion is against love, the Default is all
the difficulties we have in our relationships because of our rebellion. Healing the Default is
becoming true, to ourselves and in our relationships, and ending our unlovingness – our rejection
of love, so ending the Rebellion.
I hope this helps John, it might be a bit much, however I put myself back in it as I was, so James could
relate more to it as it was important for him to make the will-connection in it as he did.
There is a lot to be talked about and truth seen concerning both the Rebellion and Default, with every
person and spirit making their contribution to it as they uncover such truth within themselves. So it’s for
you to take what you will putting it in your own words. So if you still don’t understand some aspect,
please ask.
James: I want to add here, something Marion was talking about last night. It’s true technically that we
are evil and bad and hate, that all having been put on us by default – we didn’t ask for it. So in that
light, it’s not right to keep hating and blaming ourselves for being bad when we couldn’t / can’t help it.
All we can do is accept how we are, whilst seeing the truth of it through our feelings. If we don’t like all
we see, we express those feelings, even though they make us feel bad, but we don’t have to endlessly
punish ourselves for being as we are because of what other people did to us.
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GOD
Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

PARADISE TRINITY:
1. Our MOTHER and FATHER (God)
(MF) – Divine Love
SOUL (God) – One SOUL that is expressing its two PERSONALITIES, our Heavenly Mother
and Heavenly Father (Soulmates)
2. ETERNAL SON
(ES) – Divine Truth
3. INFINITE DAUGHTER
(ID) – Divine Mind
Then: The Second and Third Persons of the Paradise Trinity (ES and ID) are stepped down to
the local universe trinity (Mary and Jesus, Divine Minister (DM), and her Holy Spirit.
Our MOTHER and FATHER – Love
The LOCAL UNIVERSE TRINITY:
1. MARY M and JESUS
– the Living Truth
2. DIVINE MINISTER
– Mind (and her Holy Spirit)
3. HUMANITY – Natural love, sons and Daughters – Truth, and our Angels – Mind
PLANETS that engage in REBELLION:
1. AVONAL SOULMATE PAIR
2. DAYNAL – TEACHER PAIRS
So in summary:

– the Feeling Healing process – incarnate
– they do not incarnate

LOVE
Mother and Father

TRUTH
Eternal Son (ES)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Humanity (H)
Consider a diamond:

MIND
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Divine Minister and Holy Spirit (DM)
Angels, Nature Spirits, Nature (A)

MF

ES

ID

Divine Love

Natural Love

MJ

Humanity

DM

HA

Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature
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Creator Son & Daughter
Jesus and Mary

Avonals
as soulmate pairs

Trinity Teachers
as soulmate pairs

Melchizediks – who have taken over from the Caligastians and Daligastians being also
all as soulmate pairs.
Mortal Souls – human beings who individualise on Earth, then progress through the
spirit Mansion Worlds, then into the Celestial Heavens, and beyond.
Mortal Souls – also being ascending spirits, upon completing their Soul Healing, join
with their soulmate, then join their soul group of 24 mortal spirits, being 12 soul pairs.
It is only as a soulgroup that anyone can progress beyond Nebadon.
The Paradise Pairs are all ONLY concerned with the SPIRITUAL wellbeing and upliftment of the
planets and local universe. Currently to do with Earth:
Mary and Jesus – spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of Nebadon region.
Avonal Pair – Daynal pairs (Trinity Teacher Daughters and Sons) – Spiritual wellbeing and upliftment
of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds.
The Local universal Sons and Daughters are all about the running of the worlds under their jurisdiction,
and ensuring the higher spiritual elements can be employed, or sent astray, as in our cases through the
Rebellion and Default.
Lanonandeks – Melchizedeks (and others, such as Life Carriers and Eve and Adam).
As the Lanonandeks all rebelled – the Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias soulmate pairs – so
the Melchizedeks have taken over their roles, as well as doing their own.
So the Melchizedeks are the governors, overseers, the administrators and advisors and so on for Earth;
they are the ‘controllers’, and they will instigate all that needs to be done to do with the ending of the
Rebellion and Default. And they will enlist the willing help of ascending mortal pairs, so the mortal
Celestials spirits (soulmates when available, and others waiting to unite with their partner), and at times
mortal spirits in the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds. And the angels help all of us.
Currently the whole of Creation exists for the ascension of mortal souls from their earth planets to
Paradise. It’s all one vast Grand Ascension Scheme. With all the higher and lower spiritual Daughters
and Sons, together with all the many different angels and other universal spirit personalities, and even
including nature and our very own pets, assisting women and men with their Ascension Journey. It
being: and Ascension of Truth. Everything we do is done to help us grow in truth. (Only everything we
do in our negative state is to deny ourselves our truth from our feelings, which is why we have to do our
Healing.) All women and men are ascending (or growing) in truth through their experiences. And as we
grow in truth by looking to our feelings to show us that truth, so we’re ascending, moving inwards and
upwards through all the worlds and spheres of the Grand Universe to one day arrive on Paradise and
meet our Heavenly Parents. God is providing us, Their children, with this spiritual journey called our
Ascension of Truth. And by living true to our feelings, so we are progressing on our true Spiritual Path
– our Ascension Path.
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Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but

also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.

MIND PATHWAY
Mother Father (MF – God)
Eternal Son (ES)
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Divine Minister (DM)
Humanity & Angels (HA)

TRUTH PATHWAY

Consider a diamond:

MF

(Truth) ES

ID (Mind)

Divine Love
Truth

Natural Love
Mind

MJ

DM

(Right pathway)
( for Humanity )
Humanity

HA

(Wrong pathway)
( for Humanity )
Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature

Humanity is to pursue the pathway for Truth through one’s soul based feelings, this is the
right pathway. However, humanity commences its journey founded on natural love, which
we now know is to be perfected through one’s Feeling Healing process and then made
divine through asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love.
For 200,000 years, humanity has pursued the pathway of the Mind, being that of the brain,
this is the wrong pathway. The Mind is the pathway for Angels and that of all of Nature.
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Soulmate Pair

Spirit

Person

Mind

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate) and
is created by our Heavenly Parents. Through
our Feeling Healing we perfect ourselves
enabling the union with our soulmate, as we
progress in truth up through the Mansion
Worlds, celestial heavens and all the way to
Paradise.

Angel

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME:
We need the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair to Heal ourselves; then
once Healed, (and for support (overshadowing) as well through your
Healing), we need the Creator Pair, Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ Spirits
of Truth to see us through the Celestial spheres, while at all times
embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Until Mary and Jesus died and liberated their Spirits of Truth, no one
from any of the worlds could leave Nebadon, because no one knew the
way to do so. Nebadon is our local universe containing some 3.8 million
inhabited physical worlds and their associated spirit worlds.
When we embrace the truths Mary and Jesus are revealing, and start to do
our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, Soul Healing, we are then
freeing ourselves up from our parental and self control.

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

Thus our journey to Paradise, to the home of our Heavenly Parents, is of
our choosing as to when we progress, however, there is only one way:
HUM: Humanity is to ascend. We are self contained. Our soul is
always in truth and perfect at all times. By living true to ourself, true to
our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

J&M

We are to recognise that being engaged and dominated by our mind is the
wrong way for us to evolve and grow in truth. We are to discard the
mind enslavement that has been imposed upon as by all of our parents.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad and free ourselves of
the indoctrination that humanity has embraced worldwide.
Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own
soul, but also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all
your feelings, IS living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS
living even more truly the Will of our Mother and Father.
AVO: We are to embrace the truths and guidance of the Avonal Pair
through their Spirits of Truth. It is the Avonal Pair’s guidance that will
lead us through our Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, we will be
able to ascend through the 7 spirit Mansion Worlds and enter the
Celestial Heavens where we also interact with other world’s spirits.
J&M: We are also to embrace the truths and guidance of the Paradise
Pair, Mary and Jesus, who will then lead us through the 3 Celestial
Heavens that are aligned with Earth, and then further on through
Nebadon where we will then depart beyond on towards Paradise.
M&F: Beyond the universal zone of Nebadon, we will be guided by our
Heavenly Mother and Father onwards through the universes to Paradise
where we will be welcomed by them, home for us all, as we are all
Children of God.

AVO

HUM
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME – NOW, HOW TO COMMENCE THE JOURNEY:

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

For 200,000 years, we have been misled into embracing our mind’s
distortion of wisdom and truth. All such traditional understandings
only lead us in the wrong direction, from which we must turn back
from. Our soul based feelings are always in truth. Our minds are to
follow our soul based truths and feelings, not the other way round, as
we have been brought up to embrace.
We are to connect with our deeper repressed feelings.
We are to long for the truth of what we are feeling.
We are to live true to our selves; by living true to our feelings.
Use your surface day-to-day feelings to connect with your deeper
repressed feelings. Express your surface feelings and your deeper
repressed feelings to uncover the truth of yourself.
We all have feelings which we communicate and share with each
other. And we all have deeper buried and hidden repressed feelings.
Feelings from our early childhood we felt, yet weren’t allowed to
express. These feelings are still within us, waiting to have their say.
These feelings, because they are repressed, cause us all our problems.

J&M

And as we look to uncover, bring out and accept these deeper feelings,
so we’re taken into new ways of looking at ourselves, our feelings, and
our life. We’re setting ourselves free of the controlling patterns that
govern our unloving behaviour.
In this way, we progressively begin to express the personality that our
Heavenly Mother and Father gave us, not the one imposed upon us by
our physical parents and carers. We are to be our true and real selves.
By living true to ourself, true to our feelings, we are living true to
God. It’s that simple.

AVO

HUM

As we, humanity, long for the truth of our feelings, we can also be
assisted by the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair who are our spiritual
teachers for Earth over this coming 1,000 years, to assist us through the
Great U-Turn, away from mind dominance to being soul based feeling
lead. They will assist us through the seven levels of the spirit Mansion
Worlds.
Then the Creator Pair, Jesus and Mary, will lead us through Nebadon
and into the greater universe. Then our Heavenly Mother and Father
lead us home to Paradise.
Collectively, should we embrace them all, as we are to, then our
pathway home is a journey in the hands of the Spirits of Truth of the
Avonal and Paradise Pairs overseen by our Heavenly Parents.
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HOW TO GET TO PARADISE:

The Key

Long for the Divine Love
Long for the Truth
Long for the truth of your feelings
Don’t deny any feelings: accept, express and want to know the truth of them
Know your feelings are the key; your feelings are the Way
Want to end your falseness and being untrue
Want to understand the truth of your early life
Use your surface feelings to move deeper into yourself, bringing up your repressed feelings
Want and long to know the whole truth of yourself
Want to do it all with God, your Heavenly Mother and Father – long to Them for help.

Divine Love

Natural Love

Truth
Feelings

Life
Relationships

LONGING
Our longing drives our life. We long with feelings. We can wish for things using our mind, yet
long for things with our heart. These things in the pyramid are what to long for. Longing for
them, when the longing comes naturally. Longing because you feel you really want them. Long
to be true with all your heart. Long to live true to your feelings. Long to understand the whole
truth of yourself.
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The REAL YOU is the SOUL:
One’s personality, natural intelligence, memory and human
attributes all are soul based. The soul initiates conception so
it can start expressing one of its two personalities in Creation.
It creates the will, then ‘wills’ the spirit body and physical
body and all that connects them with the will into being. Our
soul constantly sustains or expresses us, one of its two
personalities, in Creation. The spirit can’t separate from the
soul because the soul keeps it in existence. We need our spirit
and physical bodies to experience our personality through.
When the spirit body separates from the physical body, one
continues on living in a different form without losing any of
the attributes experienced during physical life. Incarnation is
the process of individualisation of the soul.

Physical
body
Spirit
body
Soul

Without a soul, our physical bodies would function and interact similarly to that
of a domestic animal. An unsouled human body (thought not possible) would
respond like a household puppy! Domestic animals calibrate on Dr David
Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness between 200 and 250, the human body
calibrates at 200. All animals have spirit bodies, these do not survive into the
spirit Mansion Worlds. Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT
BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole different level or plane or place
or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation, it’s not
experiential like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of
Creation by expressing their personalities into Creation, and then by having their
personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
Our first parents, Andon and Fonta (also called Aman and Amon), were the
first to exhibit human perfection hunger some one million years ago
(993,500 years ago). Adam and Eve, Adamite bestowals, arrived some
thirty eight thousand years ago – or earlier.
Aman and Amon were the first True Humans, which means, the first soul expressing its soulmate pair,
its two personalities, in Creation – on Earth. From which came forth the rest of us. So they had a soul
from the start, which separated them from their animal parents. It’s the soul that wants to fully express
itself through its two personalities perfectly in Creation, which is the so-called ‘human perfection
hunger’. It, our soul, wants to be Perfect like its Heavenly Parents, the Soul that Created it. We,
focused as personalities, want to be perfect, like the Personalities of our Mother and Father that are
Perfect. Our soul wants to be like Their Soul. Our soul wants to ascend us to Paradise so we can be
with Them, as physically close to Them on a personality level that we can be, and then see what
happens.
There were aunts and cousins, parents and grandparents. But they were not human like Aman and
Amon – they were really animals, though of the same species. Aman and Amon wandered off from the
family, since they could find no way of relating to them at all. How could they? They were incapable
of rational thought, speech, or anything human. Aman and Amon knew that forevermore that they
were apart.
Aman and Amon may have been twins. They were indeed a primate species of humanoids. But they,
themselves were more beautiful than their animal relatives, and they knew, even from their very
appearance, that they were marked even by Nature to be different.
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HEALTHY MERIDIAN or OBSTRUCTED MERIDIAN:
The etheric body, being part of your spirit body, is the template for the physical body. Much of
the energy you need for the physical body is supplied by way of chakras and the meridian lines
throughout your etheric body. These meridian lines reach from your toes to the end of your
fingers or top of your head. Each set of meridian lines is connected to a specific organ of your
body. Each organ functions at a different vibrational frequency.
In like, many negative emotions, which are also of different vibrational frequencies, if not
allowed to pass through your bodies, will find their lodgement within fields of related frequencies
within your body and organs. Such negative emotion, being those calibrating under 200 on Dr
David Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness, may lodge anywhere in the bodies, typically on the
meridian line of the related organ to which it relates to and was attracted to.
Such slow vibrating negative emotion is a plasmatic magnetic energy ball. It can grow and grow
by being fed the same fuel coming from a continuation of the same emotional injury. This stuck
ball of energy will restrict the movement of needed energy flow along the meridian. This will
result in discomfort, then pain, and then may manifest in illness in the organ or in aspects or
regions of the body related to that organ.
Allopathic / western medicine treats the
symptoms, however the cause remains
held in the bodies resulting in a further or
similar health issue or a reoccurrence.
The negative emotion, possibly having
been held since very early childhood, can
be easily removed.
Issues within the subtle bodies are
energetic magnetic fields that can be
removed by your focused intent to
recognise the issue, locate the issue, and
enable the bodies to release the emotion
with the support of additional magnetic
energy being provided to your governing
meridian down your spine. Such healing
modalities include the Emotion Code and
Body Code practices, as an example.
The ultimate way to improve your health
condition is to long for and receive Divine
Love, this love slowly but steadily grows
your soul condition and results in
erroneous emotions and injuries being
released from your bodies.
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The EFFICACY of PRAYER:
August 22nd, 2001
https://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/the-efficacy-ofprayer-hr-22-aug-2001/
Law of Activation. It is true, people’s sincere prayers, both from mortals and spirits, activate God’s
Great Soul, which in turn activates spirits or mortals to give the appropriate answer. In the case of
spiritual prayers, the Father Himself takes care of the response.
Despite this knowledge there were always doubts in your mind as to the efficacy of prayer for other
people. You could understand that these prayers, in case they were material, could activate favourable
reactions, but in the case of prayers for another person’s spiritual progress, you thought that they would
not achieve any effect. You also wondered, what good are those prayers for, if God knows everything.
And what happens with those people who have nobody who prays for them?
So then, let’s start with the last question, because it is not true. There is nobody who doesn’t have
anybody who prays for him or her. And if there really should be somebody who has no friends on Earth,
certainly s/he has them in the spirit world. And everybody has their guardian angels, the best friends
you can imagine. And they, yes, they can activate God’s Great Soul. It never did occur to you that this
could be the job of a guardian angel, did it? So you understand that this thought has not been your own?
God offers everything, but He demands in turn that it shall be asked for. Simply because He has granted
us our free will, and He will never “bless us forcibly” with His gifts. Ask and you will be given. But
ask!
In this chain of activations, prayer -- God -- spirit or mortal, the last link is not mentioned in the message
received by David, a link that is so logical, but you didn’t take it into account. It is the person himself
who prays or on whose behalf others pray. Because that person also has to be activated! God’s
blessings, also material ones, are not delivered on a silver tray, ready to be used. You must recognize
them first, and then take advantage of them! In other words, God gives us opportunities. He won’t give
you a million dollars. But He will give you the opportunity to earn your living, or other benefits,
whatever He deems convenient for you.
This entails certain consequences. A person can also benefit from the prayers of other people, if those
prayers are for spiritual progress, because s/he will receive opportunities to progress, s/he will receive
help and advice. But it is the person’s job to take advantage of the occasion. So you see, prayers for
other people are useful and beneficial at any level, both material and spiritual.
When the person thus favoured does not recognize the opportunity, the prayers are without effect, of
course, some kind of will is always required, some kind of push from the beneficiary’s side. It is the
same in health. If people don’t have any intention of improving, if they don’t contribute in anything, for
example changing lifestyle, the effect of prayers will be doubtful.
You know what soul perceptions mean, but you never thought that these perceptions serve not only the
purpose of acquiring spiritual knowledge, but serve also for a better orientation in “real life”, as you now
live it here on Earth. They serve exactly for recognizing and distinguishing actual opportunities, and for
thus being able to take advantage of them, and to avoid imminent dangers.
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The work itself has to be carried out by the person who requests help. And this is true even in the
material environment.
First you must give, in order to receive. You must ask, and you must learn humility. You must always
underline this.
Will we respond now to your following question: "Does the Law of Compensation only act on the
current condition of a soul or also on misdeeds committed in the past?"
Well, the answer is that the Law of Compensation always takes care of the current state of the soul. But
the effect of the Law doesn’t start only with the soul’s entrance in the spirit world.
Each evil deed causes vibrations in the network of God’s Laws, and those vibrations rebound onto the
transgressor. This is a Law. Nobody escapes. When this happens it depends on many factors, but it is
not something necessarily reserved for the beyond.
Warning of Danger and the Choices We Face
August 22nd, 2001
Never, under any circumstance, can violence be approved of, not even in self-defence.
http://new-birth.net/

Three Great Truths:
 God is Soul, being our Heavenly Mother and Father;
 that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;

and Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the pathway to Paradise.

Our Heavenly Parents simply desire for us to ask for Their Love.
“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Our salvation IS the embracing of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.
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LONG for the TRUTH!
Above all else, “Longing for the Truth” has not been
recognised by humanity. True Prayer is not asking with the
mind; it is a longing from the soul. Should we long for the
truth then we will be told. This is how we ascend. Earnestly
desire to know the truth and it will be revealed to us.
Our soul, our real self, already knows the truth and the
answer we are seeking, the truth will come to our awareness
through our feelings. Our feelings are soul-based.
Our mind cannot determine what is truth from what is false.
Our mind is addicted to being in control and will lead us
according to its agenda, all to our detriment. This is what
man has embraced for the past 200,000 years – now the mind
is to be subjected to our feelings. Accordingly, our mind will
learn to assist our feelings.
Longing to our Heavenly Parents for truth will bring about
the understandings we are seeking to achieve.
Long for the truth behind any feelings, both good and bad, and we begin to peel off and escape from our
childhood repression and suppression, thus escaping from the generational cycle of errors that have been
passed from parents to their children, thus continuing the cycle of error and harm. ALL children are
harmed in this manner.
Through longing for the truth behind our feelings, both good and bad, we start to bring about harmony
and peace to our self, which eventually flows onto our family, then our companions, then our overall
community and then country. This is how harmony will come to all of humanity and peace will prevail
with war being set aside. This is what the Great U-Turn will bring about.
Longing for the truth is the only way that we will come to understand the cause of any physical
discomforts, pains, diseases and illness. It is by expressing the understandings of what one is feeling
about any emotional event or issue so that we release from our essence the negative energies relating to
these feelings arising from past events, particularly those from our childhood forming years. The harm
that we each endured during our childhood forming years has set the pattern, at all levels, for our adult
life.
In a variation of those inimitable words uttered by Jack Nicholson, “You CAN handle the truth!” This is
how humanity will heal itself and bring about peace for each personality and humanity overall.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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WE EACH have a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic Pair:
For those doing their Healing or are interested in doing it will
from that time have their own personal angels, spirit guides and
nature spirits with them, with whom they are to develop their
own relationships should they want to. It is not about ‘sharing’
the same angels or guides or nature spirits, it is about you
relating specifically to your ‘own’ ones because they are
provided for YOU. It’s all for you, to maximise the experiences
we each need.
We are all to have our own pure relationships. And it’s the same
of course in life with your friends, however over there, in spirit,
dealing with Nature Spirits, Spirit Guides, and Angels, it’s more
personal and private and ‘JUST FOR YOU’. So we have our own separate, unique relationships.
For example, Nature Spirit Verna has been assigned to be specifically and only with James, and she ain’t
going to be assigned to anyone else, so she won’t be sharing herself around.
This is SO IMPORTANT to understand so that in future there won’t be all these people claiming to be
speaking with Verna or Mary Magdalene or Jesus or Nanna Beth or anyone else who is part of it all in
such capacity. Mary M and Jesus have spoken with James as they have, making it quite clear he is all
they are speaking with.
We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in
their soulmate relationship. Even though we are ascending mortals having a soulmate, even our
soulmate has his or her own group of six personalities assisting him or her. Our assigned Nature Spirits
do not continue with us into spirit, our Spirit Guides may for a time assist upon entry to the spirit
Mansion Worlds, however, our Angelic pair continue with us for eternity.
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GUIDES, GUARDIAN ANGELS and AUTOMATIC WRITING:
August 23rd, 2001
https://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/guides-guardianangels-and-automatic-writing-hr-23-aug-2001/
The guardian angel maybe a spirit on the Celestial pathway or not, his development may vary, but he is
always a good spirit. He always has access to his charge, but that mortal may make the angel’s job
pretty difficult. The mortal can maintain extensive contacts to dark spirits, even very evil ones, without
the angel being able to do anything in that respect, he can only warn and advise, but he cannot intervene
actively. This would interfere with free will.
When the mortal really seeks spiritual development, s/he attracts a guide. This spirit guide has slightly
different tasks to perform. His work is not any more that of warning against dangers, etc., but, as the
name indicates, that of giving guidance, direction, education. We can say the guide is in charge of the
mortal’s spiritual education. He is a teacher.
Any mortal, who strives for Divine Love, receives a guide who possesses the Love of God, and who
through his own experience, may best direct his charge.
But normally, the guardian angel stays with the mortal from the time of his incarnation until his passing
over. The guide only comes with the desire of his charge for spiritual development.
http://new-birth.net/

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but

also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will
of your Mother and Father.
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SPIRITUAL AWARENESS and PERCEPTION:
August 24th, 2001
https://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/spiritual-awarenessand-perception-hr-24-aug-2001/
We will talk about the topic of awareness. And before starting, I would like to give a definition for this
word, in order to avoid misinterpretations. I understand by awareness the knowledge and perceptive
range of a person. To make this clear, I will use the following illustration.
When you look at a dandelion flower, you perceive the aesthetic, the tenderness of its structure, you
even think how people, with all their wisdom and technology, are unable to reproduce just one single
petal of the flower.
When a cow looks at the same flower, all it sees is food.
Take for example a nightingale. You love its aesthetic, in its form and in its song. But cats see only
food in it.
This means, obviously, that the field of perception and knowledge in animals and humans is different.
The animal does not perceive aesthetic and other things we do feel.
There is also some difference in knowledge and perceptive range between people, of course, and
therefore we may state that each and every person has their individual awareness. My concept of
awareness therefore goes beyond the common religious concept of conscience.
[Translator’s note: The Spanish translation for conscience and awareness is one and the
same word: “consciencia”]
Apart from this material awareness, there is an awareness of the soul, formed by its knowledge or faith,
and it determines the range of its perceptions. In other words, the less faith the soul has, or also material
knowledge, the smaller is the reach of its perceptions.
The soul's awareness is the expression of the soul's development.
Now we will answer a question that you have asked yourself time and time again, and which you could
not really find any solution. And this question requires a deep understanding of what awareness is.
You read that in the spirit world dark spirits may sometimes leave their hells and enter temporarily
brighter areas. On the other hand, the inhabitants of the second sphere, for example, cannot enter the
third sphere, but those of the third sphere may visit the second sphere. There are, so to say, demarcation
lines, penetrable only from above to below, but not the other way around. How so?
Now we will do a small mental experiment. As you know, and as you practice from time to time, there
is a relaxation method called the "private island." You imagine a beautiful place, your small paradise or
your private island. You sit down beside a tree, contemplating all the marvels which surround you, and
then you notice a splendid staircase of white marble, ascending toward the sky. When you go up some
steps, you come to a place where you stay. Looking down, certainly your field of view has been
amplified, you can see a lot more of your island or paradise. Your awareness is greater, to put it this
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way. Now I am at your side, indicating to you a certain point below, and you look at it, and this point
seemingly approaches you, as if you saw it through a zoom lens, "drawing" the image closer. And like
magic, you are really there, physically. That is, of course, just a mental experiment, an illusion, but you
can imagine in that way how we travel. We want to be at a certain place inside the range of our
perceptions, and like magic, we are already there, at lightning speed. This example is a bit childish, but
it is difficult to find something better and more illustrative at the same time.
Well, what I have told you, implies that "our world", that is that part of the universe, in which we may
move, consists of the same area as covered by our perceptions. Everything, which is outside our
perceptions' reach, is as if it does not exist. And, as I have said, the perceptions only move inside the
field of awareness, and awareness is determined by the soul development.
A dark spirit has very little soul development. This is reflected in its awareness, and it lives in a dark
environment, faithful reflection of its soul. It is what it can perceive.
What God has created cannot be all bad, there is always some residual of original kindness, and this
small residual of "initial development" allows the perception and, therefore, the accessibility of areas of
greater quantities of light. But this is in very limited terms. These spirits don't stay in the brighter areas
because of the Law of Attraction, it simply is not their environment, but they have certain knowledge of
the existence of those more pleasant zones.
When their soul finally develops, either through Divine Love, or through the purification of natural love
and the elimination of evil, its awareness is enlarged, they can perceive more, to see farther, and
logically, they may move with more liberty. They find an appropriate place for their current state, and
there they stay. They don't have any intention to return, like it is natural, because in their new
surroundings they enjoy more happiness.
In their new home their soul keeps developing, and their perceptions, with their experiences, become
keener, until they can really feel all that the new environment may offer them. This development is a
guided development, and the interests of the spirit determine its direction, and according to his/her
interest and preferences, it receives all the help that it may need. The development depends, therefore,
upon the free will.
When this sphere can no longer offer more, that is to say, when the soul, and with it, its perceptions,
have been developed to such a degree that everything has been "digested" which its current environment
can provide for its progress, then the moment arrives, when its awareness no longer experiences a
gradual increase, but a substantial jump, and its perceptions are able to visualize a new world with new
opportunities, a new sphere. This process repeats in that way and the spirit develops in the direction
chosen by itself.
[HR: Why a “substantial jump”?]
It may be useful to compare it with the breaking of a dam. The water accumulates little by little, but
finally there comes the moment when the dike can no longer resist and breaks, and the water suddenly
extends its surface, until it finds a new obstacle. And in a similar way, the soul expands, or rather, its
awareness expands.
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This new world simply did not exist for the spirit before its expansion of awareness. It is not that the
spirit wanders throughout the second sphere, and finally finds a wall, indicating the limit of its sphere
and the beginning of third sphere. No, the third sphere is totally out of reach, visible limits don't exist
for it, the third sphere simply doesn't exist for this spirit.
This new environment is so welcoming and filled with happiness that the spirit only returns to the
previous spheres for two reasons: to help its loved ones, so that they may also enjoy the happiness that it
now feels, or because it has to complete a work, an atonement work or a work of love, as we do when
we visit the inferior spheres of the spiritual heavens, or even, like now, the Earth planes.
The range of perception increases and covers new territories. This is why the more advanced spirits may
return to the inferior areas, but the less developed spirits cannot enter what they cannot even see.
Awareness, and hence perception, is also selective. This is the reason why there are spheres which offer
many stimuli for a certain class of spirits, while others don't spend much time there, because the little
that can capture their attention is "digested" in a short time, and they advance.
Once you wondered how it was possible that spirits on the Celestial pathway and other spirits of moral
or ethical orientation could live together in the same sphere, and the latter would not notice the much
greater happiness of the Celestial pathway spirits. The reason is the selective perception, or the different
range of their awareness.
We know that the natural development of the soul, that is to say, the development without Divine Love,
ends in the sixth sphere, and there ends also the development of the field of perception, of awareness.
They never end up seeing the Celestial Heavens, not even the seventh sphere, where the last preparatory
step is performed, the soul's complete transformation.
The different perceptive range explains also why higher developed spirits may discern the soul condition
of less developed spirits, but this is not possible the other way round.
And now I want you to remember what I told you about your brother Karl. Who has not seen true light,
does not miss it. The sixth sphere inhabitants have not seen the splendour of the Celestial Heavens, they
do not know the joy the Father’s Love can provide. They live in true happiness, but in some kind of
happiness of a different nature and of different origin. But they do not suffer from this reason, because
they have lost nothing that they have never found. They do not know what they are missing, and hence,
this lack does not cause pain. Don’t see this like a punishment or an “injustice”. Remember what I told
you about justice, and besides, yes, they live in paradise, although they lack the most important thing,
but they are not aware of it.
This really has been difficult. You did not comprehend everything, but I think I could convey to you
some idea.
Now, to conclude, a more relaxing subject. You asked if spirits could travel through time, or rather, if
they could visit the past.
They cannot, strictly speaking, but in some way they can.
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You know that we, when we attain to a certain level of development, can “read” thoughts and
recollections of mortals and also of spirits. Therefore we can reproduce accurately any event in
mankind’s history. We can write thick history books containing all points of view on any occurrence.
But in reality, we cannot travel back into the past. And so, we cannot influence events which happened
in the past.
Humanity’s awareness and mankind’s memories began with the implantation of the first souls into
Aman and Amon (Adam and Eve). If we want to go back beyond that date, all knowledge ends, there is
no memory at all. This is why we know so little about the creation of man. If the Father does not reveal
it to us, we will never know.
http://new-birth.net/

‘On Beyond 100’ National Geographics May 2013
Note: The cumulative period of heart disease, stroke, diabetes, dementia, or cancer for those
with an average life span is 19 years, however for those who become centenarians, their period
of life with aging diseases is 9 years or less than half of those who live to only 80 years or so.

Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
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SPIRIT INFLUENCE:
The Richard Messages: Celestial Spirit Richard 18 September 2012
You have been wondering about the extent of spirit influence on the
actions of people particularly with respect to what can be called evil
actions or unlawful acts with damage to self or others. Not all such
actions can be blamed on spirit influence but the degree of such
influence is enormous. There is a vast number of spirits who may be
called Earth bound and in the hells who chose to act through people
whom they can influence. The lack of awareness of the majority of
people makes it easy for them.
Spirits can see portals of entry so to speak by which they can influence
or take over the actions of an often-unsuspecting person. There are
many people who are genuinely surprised at what they have done
while influenced or controlled. There are others who find great
pleasure in this influence as they get satisfaction and encourage the
influence without realising what they are doing.
Many suicides, particularly of young people, are spirit directed and
orchestrated.
The prevalence of drug use causes a lot of damage to the intact
structure of the individual and opens portals for the entry of spirits
with malevolent intent.
Not all of the spirits causing such influences are doing so knowingly to
damage the person they influence. Many are acting out what they feel
they need to do as they don’t acknowledge that they have passed into
spirit and are frustrated by their inability to act in the world without
the aid of a carnate individual.
Much of the religious discord is heavily influenced and orchestrated
by groups of spirits who are well able to use the mob mentality to stir
trouble on a large scale. This is often in the nature of what may be
called ‘sport’ with a total sense of irresponsibility and lack of concern for the damage caused.
These actions are devoid of love.
On the other side of the coin there is much spirit influence that is very loving and concerned with
leading individuals and groups in directions that are of great benefit for them. Every spirit guide
is endeavouring to have such influence and they never give up even with the most recalcitrant
individual.
It is unfortunately true that many find it easier to accept the stirring of the unloving rather than
the loving. Many people have never felt true love and are frightened by the unfamiliarity of it
when they do feel it. They have more trust in the painful feelings which are so much more
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familiar. In time this will be reversed in the world and it is towards this that we are all working
and working with total confidence.
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INDIVIDUALITY PATTERNS of SPIRIT of LIFE:
Denny Johnson and Edith Cuffe published The Nature of birth Order after researching more than 20,000
iridology studies. A pattern of characteristics emerged that is consistent throughout most families. The
order in which each child emerges within any family leads to certain characteristics to be visible. The
pattern for the first six children then repeats itself should there be further children in the family. For
boys  the introduction follows here, and then the girls  patterns follow. The research then covers the
patterns for variations in the order of children.
It is the sacred privilege of adults to
discover and love the emerging truth
within each child. As this truth is
fostered and cherished, the child brings
forth a special gift for the entire world
to enjoy. Each child is capable of
doing something better than anyone
else does. A child’s special gift may
be in the arts or sciences, in healing or
wisdom. It may be expressed in
silence or shouted from the
mountaintops. Whatever it is the gift
within
the
child
raises
the
consciousness of humankind and
benefits everyone.
Some children are particularly blessed,
and their genius emerges without any
help.
Some children’s gifts will
flourish regardless of whatever painful
things occur in childhood. They are
indeed fortunate, but they are the
minority. Most children are in need of
help from a healthy community in
order to realise and attain their highest
potential.
Without loving help,
children can become adults who lead
lives of quiet desperation. They know
they are special, but because they
cannot connect with or express their uniqueness, they live their lives feeling that something is missing.
The special genius within most people doesn’t just happen as a natural result of growing up. Paying
attention to the universal and specific qualities within each child begins to unfold the genius within the
child. Ultimately, everyone benefits. One of the ways of achieving this is through an understanding of a
child’s birth order.
Every mother knows that each of her children is unique. Even if she had two sons by the same father,
the differences between them soon become obvious. The same would be true if she had two daughters.
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A mother may wonder is she is responsible for the differences by virtue of her genes, diet, or emotional
state during pregnancy. A father may scratch his head and wonder if he is actually the father of both
children when he sees how differently they behave. Nature may seem to paly games with parents, but
the gender and sequence of children are no accident.
The Rayid Birth Order Model sees a clear pattern in the nature of the first six boys and the first six girls
born in a family. The birth sequence number determines the innate personality pattern and body type of
each child. Although each child has a unique combination of characteristics from the family tree, there
are universal traits common to each birth order number. Cultural, social, and family tree patterns will
modify the characteristics, but the universal force of the birth order remains constant.
The number sequence of a child’s birth order is key. The father determines the order of succession.
Children conceived by the father follow a precise sequence of six types, regardless of who is the mother.
A embryo who survives longer than sixteen weeks of gestation is included in this automatic sequence.
Any foetus lost after sixteen weeks still remains as part of the sequence.
Children follow the birth number of the previous child. For example, if the first child conceived is lost
in the fifth month of pregnancy or is still-born, the second child is considered a ‘number two’ child.
This principle holds true if the father conceives a child with one woman and then has another child with
a different woman. The second child is still considered a ‘number two’ child regardless of how many
other children either woman has previously conceived.
It is rare that a father produces six boys or six girls in a row. Nevertheless, the characteristics described
for these boys and girls build the foundation for understanding the birth order characteristics of all
children. A variety of patterns of girls and boys born to a father can be understood based on the initial
pattern set by the gender of the first born.
By studying each of the individual six brothers and the six sisters, it is possible to understand different
combinations of gender and birth order. With a little practice and patience in applying these principles,
the natural genius of any child can be identified and supported.
Within a family, the sibling sequence follows a binary code or polarity of opposites. (Such as, outward
or inward expression.) This energetic shift from one opposite to another is displayed in many forms. If
the first born child is a girl, she sets the order that follows. Subsequent siblings fall in line with the first
girl position. If the first born is male, all his siblings follow a pattern influenced by his first boy status.
We can take a first born boy, for example. If the first born is a boy, he is inner-directed, mentally
oriented, and smaller in stature. The second born child, after this boy, is diametrically opposite. The
child will be outer-directed, emotionally oriented, and bigger in body. This alternating pattern continues
throughout a family. There are exceptions to this that is explained with the book, The Nature of Birth
Order. Recognising this binary process helps in the understanding of the birth order model. These
alternating patterns of opposites can make parenting challenging. Just when parents begin to figure out
their first child, the second comes along and refutes whatever they thought they had learned! Being alert
to how children alternate between inward / outward, mental / emotional natures can be extremely
important in accepting and supporting who your children are.
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SUMMARY of 6 BOYS:

P.55 The Nature of Birth Order by Denny Johnson & Edith Cuffe

The energetic quality of the first child directs the flow of life energy through all subsequent siblings.
Accordingly, if the first born is a boy, his inward ‘yin’ nature begins a polarity pattern within the binary
code that creates the specific and definable personalities of his brothers. Each of the six brothers offers
a significant contribution to their family that flows out into the greater community and, ultimately,
around the globe. By recognising and acknowledging their gifts, we increase the good in our world.
No. 1 Son: This child is, in essence, an inwardly directed sensitive dreamer. With his head in the
clouds, he has a creative imagination that holds the gift of genius. When he receives respect and support
for his dreams, he has the capacity to bring something great into the world. Later in life, he often takes
on the role of a traditional leader.
No. 2 Son: A No. 2 son has an inner fire – a dynamic energy – that is outwardly directed into the world.
This child has within him the passion and strength of a champion. When his energy is guided and
focused, his full potential can manifest and inspire others to a greater height. With time and selfdiscipline, he becomes a vital force for society.
No. 3 Son: A third born son, like the first born, has an inwardly directed energy. With a sharp clever
mind, he has excellent mediating, communication, and negotiating skills. To be truly successful, this
child needs guidance in balancing the innate capacity of his mind with truth, honesty, and moral values.
As his mind and heart reach a balance, ho provides all of us with the clearest of all intelligence.
No. 4 Son: This child, like a No. 2 son, has a passion and fire that is outwardly directed. In a No. 4 son,
it manifests in a charisma that draws people to him. A natural entertainer, he uplifts and touches the
hearts of others. With appropriate attention and an understanding that his gift is for the service of the
group, he will bring joy to all he meets. As a man, he fortifies a nation with his natural ability to love.
No. 5 Son: Inwardly directed, a No. 5 son focuses his energy on manifesting a creative idea, an object
of great beauty, of a poem of enlightenment. A weaver of inspiration, he has an innocence that touches
the heart and uplifts the spirit. With gentle loving, this child’s inspired creative genius will emerge like
a butterfly from the chrysalis. When he realises his potential, he develops art and ides that last for
thousands of years.
No. 6 Son: A child of great power, this sixth born son’s energy is directed out into the world. Goal
oriented and physically strong, he moves and creates movement in those around him. When balanced
with an understanding of the correct use of power, this child has the capacity to bring great change to the
Earth for the betterment of all. As a man, he becomes a leader the world has awaited for generations.
Should there be further children in the family, then the sequence starts again.
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Boys  and girls  patterns:
Understanding the special gifts and characteristics associated with a child’s birth order position is both a
blessing and a relief. When a deep understanding of a child’s innate nature and gifts is coupled with a
conscious love for the child, a parent can more effectively coach and build the child for greater
fulfilment.
In addition to the importance of finding the special gifts in each child, the study of birth order brings
light to the full range of human expression.
Although we each have individual gifts that make us special, it is important to recognise the potential for
each individual. We each have the
capacity to access all of these
character traits and qualities. If man
is created in God’s image, a selfactualised person has the creative
ability for the whole spectrum of
talents and capabilities.
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SUMMARY of 6 GIRLS:

P.101 The Nature of Birth Order by Denny Johnson & Edith Cuffe

When the first child born into a family is a girl, the energy or flow within subsequent siblings, regardless
of their gender, is very different from a family where the firstborn is a boy.
No.1 Daughter: Unlike a No.1 boy, this child’s energy is outwardly directed and primarily focused on
her parents and siblings. She sees it as her responsibility to nurture, guide, support, and preserve her
family into the future. Teach her how to laugh and play. When her heart is filled with joy, she can be
the rock, the foundation on which her family can build and grow forever.
No. 2 Daughter: This child’s energy is inwardly directed. With a mind as sharp as a jaguar’s claw, she
has the potential to be successful in her chosen career. Creative and imaginative, she achieves most
when given the encouragement and confidence to believe in herself and her abilities. As a woman, she
is called to the quiet world of mystery.
No. 3 Daughter: This child is like a No. 1 daughter who increases the radius of her nurturing and caring
out beyond her family and into the greater community. A no. 3 daughter seeks to heal and support the
bodies, emotions, minds, and spirits of people. When balanced by the wisdom of the past and the
strength found in nature, this child brings a sense of unity and fairness to any group of people.
No. 4 Daughter: Like a second born daughter, this child is emotional and her energy is inwardly
focused. Nevertheless, a No. 4 daughter brings change. With a nature that challenges authority, she
pushes us to question our attitudes, beliefs, traditions, and social structures. If given emotional support,
this child teaches how to let go of the past so that a more fulfilling future can be created.
No. 5 Daughter: Outwardly directed, a No. 5 daughter focuses her energy globally. She moves beyond
the family and the community, bringing a greater awareness and understanding of the unity of all living
things. Inspired by the power, grace, innocence, beauty, joyfulness, and simplicity of the creatures of
the Earth, she offers us the keys to compassion. The day will come when this girl’s natural sense of
unity will be respected by all nations.
No. 6 Daughter: A No. 6 daughter’s ability to connect to her inner spirit is truly inspiring. When the
clarity of her mind is nurtured and she is taught to accept all people regardless of race, colour, or creed,
she will open her heart and, like an angel, touch and heal the very souls of all those she meets. Like a
rare piece of art, this girl brings something that all of us can appreciate in our own ways.
Should there be further children in the family, then the sequence starts again.
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Each person is born with a distinct character and special gift that distinguishes them from every other
person in the family tree and society. When this inner capacity for goodness is identified, acknowledged
and nurtured in childhood, it brings strength to society and success to the child. From this platform of
success, the child is better equipped to master the challenges of life.
The unique qualities defined by gender and birth order are also observed through body type, personality,
and creative expression. This model allows for a deeper understanding of the essential goodness of each
person and the subtle nuances of their personality. This greater level of understanding allows parents,
guardians and teachers to more specifically respond to, guide and support children towards the
fulfilment of the purpose for which they were conceived.
There are twelve basic and pure patterns in the birth order, six masculine and six feminine. These are
the cornerstones upon which the endless variations of individuality and genius are created. All twelve of
these sacred patterns are within each person, but are combined and expressed in completely original
ways. These patterns are also represented by the systems, organs and glands of the human body. These
patterns are even present in the dynamics of every group regardless of its size or purpose.
Sibling sequences and the behaviour patterns they imply are universal. The patterns transcend cultural
influences and social status. The appreciation of the mystery in SIBLING SEQUENCES will
deepen
your reverence and enliven your joy for this divinely inspired universe in which we all live.

Boys  and girls  patterns:

PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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The INFLUENCE of the FAMILY TREE:

P.74 What the Eye Reveals by Denny Johnson

TRANSGENERATIONAL PATTERNS
Personality is primarily genetically determined. Question any parent of a young child and you will be
told that the child definitely came into this world with a distinct personality. Although early
environmental factors can have a significant influence on the way in which a child’s personality is
expressed, your childhood experiences were not the origin of your personality. The package of
behavioural traits that you think of as so uniquely your own is, for the most part, simply a variation on
an existing pattern in your family tree.
Genetically, you are a medley of physiological and behavioural programs inherited from your ancestors.
Although each individual has the opportunity to exercise free will, most people have difficulty
extricating themselves from the invisible influence of preceding generations. Imagine driving in your
car with intention of going where you want to go and doing what you want to do, but riding in the back
seat are 30 of your ancestors, each giving you a different set of instructions. One says turn right, another
says turn left; one says slow down, another tells you to speed up. This is the nature of the influence of
the family tree and how it continues to affect your choices and desires throughout life.
Many of these influences are far from benign; some aspects of our inherited behaviours are decidedly
counter-productive in terms of our overall emotional and psychic development. A metaphor that is
helpful when exploring the influence of particular ancestors is to think of the family tree as a large river
with many tributaries, each of which represents a specific branch of the family. Imagine being at the
mouth of the river, where you detect toxic waste in the water and find precious gold deposited in the
riverbed. Both the toxins and the gold have their origin somewhere upstream, each coming from a
different tributary. The poison of unresolved negativity from a preceding generation influences
everyone in the present and needs to be dealt with. It is useful to know from which tributary the poison
comes, so that you can travel back to that place and clean it up. Similarly, it is useful to know which
specific tributary is responsible for depositing gold along the bed of the river. To find the source of the
gold is to access the source of one’s true genius. The river must be cleansed and the original source of
the gold rediscovered.
The Key Influence of Parents
It is commonly accepted that parents are the main influence on a child’s biological and psychological
makeup. For example, the parents genetically influence whether a person is predominantly left-brained
or right-brained. But parents are really just messengers in the grand scheme of transgenerational
influence; the entire genealogy of a person’s family tree focuses through the parents, represented in the
body by the two halves of the brain.
In a mysterious way, nearly all Jewel patterns emanated primarily from the mother’s side of the family.
Similarly, nearly all Flower types emanate from the father’s side of the family. Jewels “know” that they
are from the mother’s side, while Flowers will say that they “identify with” the father’s side. This innate
intuition can be used to help each person enliven his constitutional vehicle and re-access the genetic
source from which he comes. Without dwelling on the past, each person needs to become aware of his
origins so that he knows which particular genetic key will open the door to the experience of genius,
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love and wholeness. Once this happens, the ever-deepening experience of well-being restores the body
to perfect function, increasing the person’s capacity to feel and raising his vibratory frequency.
The path to this experience of wholeness involves the individual in encounters with people who have
complementary experiences and personalities. Your parents are the first of the people you meet on your
journey through life who have something to teach you, and their impact is profound. They are the
primary genetic and environmental influences on your personality. Under normal circumstances, they
cannot change the core personality that you were born with, your parents’ behaviour toward you can
influence the way in which your personality unfolds during your life.
Mothers are the energetic source for all children and, therefore, for all people. A child needs to be loved
unconditionally by its mother, to be given of that energy freely without being told how to use it. The
most destructive thing a mother can do is to chronically express anger toward her child. This creates a
separation of the child from its source.
The ease with which you can go to your father is the ease with which you can be true to yourself. If it is
difficult for you to hug your father, to communicate honestly and openly with him, it will be difficult for
you to find and/or express your true nature. Your relationship with your father also determines how
easy it is for you to attain success. How was it for you to walk up to your father? This is how you will
experience approaching your goals. In an ideal situation, a child needs its father to be the one that helps
to “direct” its energy, without being critical. The most destructive thing a father can do is to criticize his
child or its mother. If your father was critical, your mind and body cannot rest; you will never be able to
stop trying to achieve, or else you may give up entirely.
The father becomes increasingly important from the age of two but especially between the ages of four
and seven. That is a key period of personality expression. By this time, the mother will ideally have
given the child a strong feeling of connection with its source (which in infancy was her), and it is now
the father’s turn to help complete the process of personality expression into the world.
Parental Disharmony
If the relationship between the parents breaks down, the conscious personality can end up in conflict
with the unconscious personality. Neuro-degenerative diseases can result from successive generations
of angry, critical fathers and controlling mothers because the child does not feel accepted.
Whenever you see a very slim, nearly emaciated person, you are likely to be looking at someone with a
transgenerational criticism pattern. A baby who has a chronic problem with absorbing food probably
has a mother and father who are constantly bickering or criticizing each other. The yin and yang
elements are not nurturing each other and so the child cannot be sustained.
With such parental difficulties, it is often easier to deal directly with the child than to try to get the adults
to change, since their behaviour is usually too entrenched.
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Ancestral Women
The influence of women on a child’s personality seems to be at least eight times stronger than that of
men. This correlates with recent scientific discoveries in the field of genetic inheritance. There is a type
of DNA, called cytoplasmic DNA, which is inherited only from the cytoplasm of the mother’s egg, and
which is particularly responsible for energy and respiration, especially through mitochondrial DNA.
The Chinese have a system of eight ancestral meridians going back to eight women, the eight greatgreat-grandmothers. These eight ancestral women are primarily responsible for the personality of any
individual today, representing eight ancestral rivers.
Healing the Self and Family
We need to free ourselves from negativity in the past in order to be fully awake in the present. We need
to free ourselves from the unconsciousness in us that manipulates the body and mind.
This unconsciousness is far stronger than we generally acknowledge. In order to achieve a state of
physical and emotional well-being, in order to clear up harmful patterns in the personality of the family
tree, we must be free of such negative influences. This requires the use of many tools – spiritual, mental
and physical – to bring us fully into balance.
You can’t heal the personality or relationships of one child without healing the whole family. The
influence of the family tree is too strong. If you had the opportunity to explore transgenerational
behaviour patterns, as family therapists do, you might be surprised at how easy it is to predict that a
particular personality trait will repeat itself in a specific child in the family sequence. Most people have
“psychic octopuses” that need to be cleared out of their personalities. Tentacles originating several
generations back can still jerk you around like a puppet on a string.
Because we are so intertwined with our ancestors, we can’t lift ourselves out of our harmful patterns
without lifting our entire family tree out with us. It doesn’t work to just block off from the influence of
the family. If you try, you can end up suffering severe traumas because you are actually trying to cut
yourself off from part of the energy matrix that sustains you. It would be like the hand trying to cut
itself off from the body. So it is important not to deny the family’s influence but to acknowledge it so
that you can free yourself from it without pretending that you don’t have roots.
In order to heal, it is important that you let go of the belief that your childhood created the personality
patterns that you were actually born with. You came into this world with a vibrational agenda. That
vibrational agenda was handed to you genetically and you are now acting it out physiologically and
socially. It may appear that your father and mother were the origin of it. They were not. They
themselves were only a link in the chain. Even your apparently formative childhood experiences were
in themselves primarily a continuation of genetically established patters.
The influence of the family tree is pervasive and extremely complex. Although it is possible, using
Rayid, to determine that certain behaviour patterns appear to originate with specific ancestors, remember
that you could find the cause of that person’s behaviour in an earlier ancestor even further back. You
can keep going further and further back into time like this, ad infinitum, and gain nothing from your
attempts to lay blame. If you do explore the past, content yourself with knowing something about the
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dominant branches of your family tree, for that can help you to better understand your current
motivations. Let go of the need to blame either yourself or your parents, or to blame anyone else in the
family tree as being the cause of your pain, because they are not. The influence of your family tree is
powerful, and it can be harmful, but it is a web that has no weaver.
Before you can reconnect with your core essence, it is essential to use affirmations and other psychic or
spiritual technologies to release the negative influence of transgenerational toxicity. This restores full
access to the treasures that are hidden deep within you. You must consciously acknowledge the
influence of preceding generations and remind yourself that, with the aid of the true self (your soul), you
are able to free yourself from that influence before you can expect to effect any real change in your
personality. This is one of the reasons why doing affirmations and rituals can be so self-empowering.
The body must then be cleansed, nourished, rested, touched and revitalised. With the psychic hooks
removed, and with a healthy body, the individual is now prepared to reconnect with his true nature.
The iris is a map that reveals the specific therapies and lifestyle changes that a person can make in order
to become fully enlivened. Along the way, the individual will experience changes in current
relationship patterns and ever-deepening feelings as all the tributaries of the family river are cleansed
and vitalised. This makes it easier to harvest the gold that is also flowing down to you from previous
generations. The specific tributary that is the origin of your essence and genius is associated with a
single meridian line and a single acupuncture point in the body. From this specific access point in the
body all other meridians, and the biological and energetic systems that they represent, can be restored to
perfect function and harmony. Your journey toward the experience of enlivened wholeness not only
increases the life force in the body, it also intensifies feelings, improves your ability to relate to others
and develops certainty and clarity of mind.

Boys  and girls  patterns:

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

PA S
SCA
PER

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.
By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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OUR BLOCKED EMOTIONS FLOW DOWN FROM GENERATION to GENERATION:

Childhood illnesses, and
illnesses of baby within the
womb, stems from blocked
emotions passed down
from generation to
generation, resulting in
malfunctions in the foetus.
We are a product of all
that has come before us.
Our own soul condition is
reflected in our children.

To assist baby, as well as
yourself, work and pray to
clear your blocked emotions.
Clearing your negative
emotions improves your soul
condition as well as that of
your children.
Baby’s body, when
conceived, is always perfect.
Their soul condition is also
perfect.
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GENERATIONAL TRANSFER of EMOTIONAL BLOCKS and INJURY:
Our children are conceived within the 6th sphere state, by the time they are born, or shortly
thereafter, they have absorbed their parent’s emotional injuries and their soul condition
typically reflects that of one or the other parent. Our children continue to mirror our soul
condition, or that of one of the parents, up and until they leave home and start to establish their
own home with a partner.
Thus, to assist our children, we must firstly resolve emotional issues within our selves.
In turn, we are a reflection of our parent’s soul condition, and their parent’s soul condition and
so on back through the generations. We can break this cycle by working on our own soul
condition, feeling our emotions and processing our fears and blockages.
These emotional blockages and injuries frequently manifest in our children as illnesses, even
before birth or shortly thereafter. It is the accumulation and combination of issues held by past
generations that insidiously manifest as life threatening illness episodes within unborn and new
born babies. Parents clearing their emotions can lift autism from their children!
Specific emotional injuries or blockages manifest as specific health issues. Thus, an illness
episode or pain can be readily related to specific emotional issues that need processing.
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GENERATIONAL DISHARMONIES:
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
https://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-2/the-sins-of-theparents-are-visited-upon-the-children-vol-2-pg238/
I am here, Luke
9 Apr 1916
As the physical body is affected by the results of these sins (errors) being carried into operation, so
much more so is the spiritual part of man affected by the fact that these sins had their creation in
that spiritual part of man.
It may be asked: In what way can the effect of sin upon a man, which is upon his soul and spirit,
have any injurious effect upon the spirit and soul of his child, so that the child may suffer from the
sin of the parent? Well, when a child is conceived and gestates and is born, he not only partakes
of the physical nature of his parents, but also of the qualities and condition of the spirit and soul of
the parents.
This may seem improbable, but it is a fact that the spirit and soul that enters into the child when it
is conceived comes from the great universe of soul and spirit, wholly independent of the parents
and is not in its nature or qualities a part of the parents as is the flesh and blood which build up
and produce the physical body of the child. But while this is true, it is also true that this spirit and
soul of the child is susceptible to and in a way absorbs the influence of the spirit and soul of the
parents, not only at the time of conception but also during the period of gestation, and even for
years afterwards, and to such an extent that this influence continues beyond the mere earthly
existence of the parents and into the life of the progeny to the third and fourth generation, as the
text says.
The spirit part of the child is more susceptible to the influence and evil effects of these sins than is
really its physical body, for as I have said, the spirit part is the originator and breeder of the sins,
if I may so express it, while the body is merely the recipient of the exercise of the sins and the
objects of their manifestation.
The influence of spirit upon spirit is more extensive and certain than mortals can possibly
conceive of. And the results of that influence are not so apparent or known to the consciousness of
the succeeding children, or to the respective parents, as men suppose, and as a fact they do not
understand or become conscious of the fact that such influence is operating upon the spiritual
parts of their children. They see and realize that the effects of such sins become manifested in the
physical body, and as their ordinary natural senses cannot perceive the condition of the spirit,
they conclude that the text can only mean, that these sins are visited upon the material bodies of
their children.
But I must tell them that, while great and deplorable injury is inflicted on these material bodies,
yet greater and more lasting and more grievous injury is inflicted upon the spiritual nature of the
children – not only because this nature continues to live, but because men, not realizing that this
nature has been injured, make no attempt to find and apply a remedy as they so often do in the
case where these sins manifest themselves in the physical body. And besides, there are many sins
that do not affect the mere material body, but which do great injury to the spiritual nature, and
which, to the senses of men, are never perceptible.
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A man is not only the parent of a child’s material body but in a secondary way is also the parent of
its spiritual nature. The condition of the parent’s spiritual nature influences and determines to a
large extent the qualities and tendencies of the child’s nature, for good or evil, not only while it is a
mortal, but frequently after it has ceased to inhabit the veil of flesh.
So let parents know that they do not live to themselves alone, as mortals, but that their evil
thoughts and deeds have a greater or lesser influence upon the spiritual natures of their children,
especially at the time of conception and during gestation. Then how important that parents
during these times particularly, and at all times, should have their spiritual natures in that
condition of purity and freedom from sin that their children may be conceived and born in a
condition of soul purity, which will not reflect any evil that they can charge their parents with
being the creators of.
If men would only realize these facts and live their lives in accordance with the truths which I here
declare, how much sooner would the human race be brought into harmony with God’s laws, and
the souls of men be freed from sin and evil.
I know it is often said that it is unjust, and not in accordance with the justice of an impartial God
that the sins and penalties arising from the disobedience of our first parents should be visited
upon mankind who were and are their progeny, as such mankind had no part in that
disobedience. But when it is remembered, and it is a fact, that God did not create sin or evil, or
impose such upon the first parents for their disobedience, but that they themselves created sin and
evil, and men have been creating these inharmonies ever since, it will be seen that an impartial
God (who is our only God) is not responsible for either sin or evil, or for the consequent penalties
which they impose. And as has been written you before, the abolishing of sin and evil and their
penalties is within the power of man and his will.
As these first parents created these evils, as I have explained and in the manner that I have
pointed out to you, their sins, by the influence which they had upon the spiritual nature at the time
of conception and gestation, became, as it were, a visitation (and that is the spiritual desires and
tendencies and inclinations toward that which is evil); and this influence continued with the child
for years after its birth, according as the child and parents are closely associated together in their
Earth lives. And as each succeeding generation caused the visitation of its sinful influence and
tendencies upon the succeeding generation, you can readily see how all mankind became subject to
the sins and evils and penalties which were brought into the world by the first parents.
Instead of God being the creator of these things, or visiting them upon the children of man, He
declares that their existence is contrary to the harmony of His creation, and must be eradicated
before man can come into that harmony, and into an at-onement with Him. And as He gave to
man the great power of free will, without any restriction upon its exercise, except as a man’s
understanding of the harmony of the operations of God’s laws might influence him to exercise this
great power; and as man, in the wrong exercise of that power, brought into existence these things
of evil and sin, so man, as he perceives this plan of God’s harmony, must exercise that will in such
a way as to free himself from these things which are not part of God’s creation, and which are out
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of harmony with His plans for the creation and preservation of a perfect universe, of which man is
its highest creation.
God never changes. His laws never change. Only man has changed from the perfection of His
creation; and man must change again before that perfection will again be his.
Now from all this it must not be inferred that man is left to his own efforts to bring about this
great restoration, for that is not true. God’s instrumentalities are continuously at work,
influencing man to turn again to his first estate and become the perfect man, as he ultimately will
become. (I am not here referring to the workings of the great Divine Love, which, when a man
possesses in a sufficient degree, makes him more than the perfect man.)
So, “the sins of the parents are visited upon the children to the third and fourth generation”
means the tendencies and inclinations toward that which is evil – and created, not by God, but by
man himself, solely and exclusively.
And oh man, could you see the results of these sins upon the spiritual natures of your children, as
you often see them upon their material bodies, you would hesitate in your sinning and think, and
thinking would be the way by which the great blot upon the happiness and salvation of humanity
could be removed, and its progress to the “perfect man” be hastened and assured.
I desire to say that when I spoke of the sins of the parents being visited upon the children at the
time of conception and birth, I meant that these sins (errors), by the influence which they have
upon the spiritual nature of the child, became, as it were, a visitation. I did not mean that any
part of the real sin of the parents became a part of the spiritual nature of the child, but only that
the influence of the parent’s sins upon the child is sufficient to give the spiritual desires and
tendencies of the child an inclination towards that which is evil; and this influence is continuous
with the child for years after its birth, according as the child and parents are closely associated
together in their Earth lives.
P.348 Book of Truths through James Padgett / Luke
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The GREAT EXPERIENCE – how to physically experience God's Love.
https://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/the-great-experiment-how-to-physically-experience-gods-love/
Have you got thirty minutes a day for the next three weeks? Is it worth 8 hours work to demonstrate to
you how to achieve at-onement with the Father? Is 8 hours much to ask to point you in the right
direction? A direction that will serve you great happiness for all eternity! This is how to obtain "the
peace that passeth all understanding." Try the great experience! Three times a day, every day for the
next three weeks, say the prayer as earnestly as you can. Focus on your soul crying out to the Father
to send His Divine Love into your soul. The prayer is very beautiful, but it is the degree to which you
can cry out from soul that will touch the Father. So you do not actually need any words at all, or simply
make up your own if you prefer.
How will you know that something is happening? You will feel something come into you. For some
this may be very close to a pain in the middle of one’s chest. This may then subside in subsequent times,
to more of a warm feeling, but there are still times when one may feel almost pain. Many others report a
sensation of warmness, and a feeling of being held close. The explanation as to why one may feel pain
initially, was that one’s soul may be unable to process the amount of Divine Love that may come to it.
It is probably best known as "the peace that knows no understanding", and the sensation is just
wonderful.
Once you start to feel this, you have your answer. The Divine Love is there, all you have to do is keep
on asking for more. How long? The rest of your mortal life, and all eternity when in spirit. That will
get you to at-onement or through the Pearly Gates, and support you on every journey you take! But the
benefits will flow into your life very rapidly, almost immediately. This Divine Love will truly change
you forever. You will follow this path for all eternity.
Is this all? Yes and No. If you truly follow the spiritual path that will open up before you, you will live
a good, loving and holy life. Sin / error will recede, and be something in the past. But you will have to
keep up your prayers and keep your focus on the goal – the Celestial Heavens. However it will be
relatively easy to do this, and the happiness and inner peace that you will experience on this Earth life
will also be great.
Please note that this experience can be performed without any challenge to what you might
currently believe. You do not even need to use the prayer suggested, but simply talk directly to the
Creator, asking Him to send this gift. So even if you do not believe what we have to say on this, may we
implore you to try this experience. Your life will change forever! What could be simpler?
Why does this work? Because the Divine Love is a real essence – the very essence of God. It is a
substance. By giving us a little bit of Himself every time we ask, slowly, over the years, our souls will
be altered from a mortal to an immortal soul. This is the real salvation.
Asking for Divine Love is going to be the most productive way of receiving this Love, but a recent
message has indicated that a large number of people who do not understand this concept have still
received the Divine Love, because God hears our soul aspirations, not the words our minds create.
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A summary of the Divine Love and its effects is available in the form of a YouTube video presentation.
(If you do not have sufficient bandwidth to watch a video, the same text is available on html without
the fancy stuff.)
You can also printout a copy of this presentation, if you would like to share it, or have it to hand. It is in
the form of a PDF which is designed to be folded into a booklet. For just a simple sequential
presentation, use this PDF instead.
DLBookletforprinting.PDF (29.8 KB)
For just a simple sequential presentation, use this pdf instead.
DivineLoveBooklet.PDF (37.6 KB)

The opening up of the soul permits a permanent exchange with Divinity, a permanent recharge of
this healing energy that allows not only the re-establishment of lost health, but the continuity of
health, providing such a perfect balance, even in the physical body, that noxious agents like
bacteria and virus cannot find any opportunity to unchain pathological reactions, which we
commonly call illness.
But it is true that people without the benefit of Divine Love would lack the protective shield, which
the intrinsic healing energies of Divine Love provide for those who pray for our Heavenly Father’s
Grace.
Judas – August 19th, 2001

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.

Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that
this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is God’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.
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What is the Divine Love?
"The Divine Love is that Love which belongs to or is a part of God, possessing Their nature and
composed of Their Substance, and which when possessed by man to a sufficient degree, makes him
divine and of the nature of God." – Jesus, in a message received by James E. Padgett through spirit
communications on May 15, 1917.

"The Divine Love of the Father is the greatest thing in all the world, and the only thing that can make
man at-one with God, and change the soul of man as it has existed since his creation into a divine
substance filled with the essence of the Father. There is nothing else in all the universe of God that can
cause man to become a new creature and an inhabitant of the Father's Kingdom; and when men possess
this Love then they possess everything that will make them not only the perfect man but the divine
angel." – Apostle John, in a message received by James E. Padgett on August 5, 1916.

The opening up of the soul permits a permanent exchange with Divinity, a permanent recharge of
this healing energy that allows not only the re-establishment of lost health, but the continuity of
health, providing such a perfect balance, even in the physical body, that noxious agents like
bacteria and virus cannot find any opportunity to unchain pathological reactions, which we
commonly call illness.
But it is true that people without the benefit of Divine Love would lack the protective shield, which
the intrinsic healing energies of Divine Love provide for those who pray for our Heavenly Father’s
Grace.
Judas – August 19th, 2001
Book of Truths as published by Joseph Babinsky contains the Padgett Messages conveyed from 1914
through to 1923. www.lulu.com www.amazon.com www.bookdepository.com
Then followed:
‘New Testament Revelations of Jesus of Nazareth’ via Dr Daniel Samuels (1954 until 1963)
‘Judas of Kerioth’ as edited by Geoff Cutler (2001 thru to 2003)
‘The Richard Messages’ via James Reid (2012 – 2013)

www.lulu.com www.amazon.com
https://new-birth.net/samuels-messages/
www.lulu.com

‘The Divine Universe’ via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold (2012 – 2013)

www.lulu.com

‘Shining Toward Spirit’ – Beginnings (2014 – 2015) via Zara and Nicholas

www.lulu.com
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Perry is very happy to tell Mr. Padgett that he is praying to the Father with all the
longing of his soul for an increase of His Love, and that he will soon be in the
Third Sphere.
That the Law of Compensation is subordinate to the Law of Divine Love
https://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/perry-is-veryhappy-to-tell-he-will-soon-be-in-the-third-sphere-vol-3-pg401/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
April 27th, 1918
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
I am here, Ross Perry.
Let me write a line, for I am very desirous of again communicating to you the fact that I am progressing
and have found the Love of which you first told me and which information led to my seeking it.
I know that you are very much interested in the higher messages and want to give your time to receiving
them and that it is almost impudence for me to intrude, but I have asked your wife if I will interfere with
any of these messages tonight by my writing and she informed me that it would not, as none of these
messages would be written tonight. So I feel somewhat at liberty to write and I hope that you will
consider that I am not intruding.
Well, since last I wrote you, I have been praying to the Father with all the longing of my soul for an
increase of His Love and realize that it has come into my soul in greater abundance and I am
correspondingly happy. I shall soon be in the Third (Spirit) Sphere, so the spirit friends who have been
so kind and loving to me, tell me, and it gives me much happiness to know that such a prospect is
opened up to me, for I can, because of the progress that I have already made, and realize to some extent
what a home in that sphere will mean to me.
I would like to write you a long letter tonight, but I must not detain you. But this I want you to
remember that I am very happy now, and my sufferings have left and I know that all these blessings
came to me because of the workings of the Divine Love in my soul. It is wonderful what that Love can
accomplish in the way of rescuing a sinful soul from its surroundings of darkness and from suffering.
The Law of Compensation, which is a great truth, does its work without hesitation or partiality, or
interference by any God or angel in the way of commanding it to cease its work, but this great Divine
Love is more powerful than the Law and when it enters into the soul of a man or spirit it in effect says to
this Law: "You shall no longer operate on the soul of the sinner that was, because it will take that soul
away from and outside the operations of the Law."
How little men understand this working of the (Divine) Love. It does not set aside the Law, but it merely
removes the soul in which it has found a lodgment from the scope of the operation of the Law. The Law
goes on but the objects of its operations are rescued from the same. No Law is set aside which men think
and argue is necessary in order for a soul to be saved from its penalties and when on Earth I believed
this too, and did not believe in or accept the doctrine of the special interposition of divine providence to
succor men from the consequence of their sins and that I did not believe because I thought that the only
way in which this could be accomplished was for God to say to the Law: "You shall cease to operate."
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But now I know, that, while the Law never ceases to operate until the penalties that are called for are
paid, yet this Love is above the Law, though not antagonistic to it. I wish that I might write more on this
subject tonight as to me, it is one of the most wonderful truths in God's Universe of Spirit and I never
cease to meditate upon it and thank the Father that I was made a real example of the power of this Love.
Well I must stop now, but when you have time I should like to come and write at more length. I see that
my wife has not progressed in learning the truth and I am very sorry. Well friend, good night.
Your friend,
Ross Perry

This message is a composite of three, being published in Volume II on page 336 and Volume III on page
401 and again in Volume IV on page 268. For more details see this page.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE: via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold
261. Jude on Life

17 – 18 January 2013

Hello and good morning. I am one who studies the mind and how it works. It has been my observation
that as the Divine Love transforms the spirit body, the mind adjunct of the personality is also
transformed. As an attribute the mind is concluded in its definition, form, and image like any other
spirit body sense and attribute. Each aspect of the spirit body senses and attributes are organised in their
proper place according to the forming of the principle-mind attribute that acts as the premier
consciousness in the individual. There are detailed workings as to how the total consciousness of the
life that is human and mortal is organised in the spirit body, and like the human brain, the spirit organ
that acts as the spirit-brain is located in the head of the form of the spirit body.
This organ in the spirit body is spirit energy that has solid form and acts just like the human brain only
this attribute can vary as the conditions of the soul and the spirit body change. Our environments are
spirit-energy-material sensitive and so the forming of the spirit-brain, as I call it, forms so that one can
immediately begin to identify with the new spirit surroundings when one enters the spirit world as a
newly arrived spirit. In most circumstances the personality has already had time to develop and so the
spirit body and its systems have developed accordingly during a person’s human life.
When a person commences a spirit life, human experience is already a known thing to the individual.
Obviously some individuals enter the spirit world in their infancy or have such involuntary disabilities
that may impede cognitive experience and human awareness so that experience has condition to it. In all
variations of human diversity, the adjustment phase upon one’s entrance into the spirit world is the
critical period of transition. The senses and attributes in the spirit body become active when the
personality moves from their physical life and the conditions of the human body no longer dominate the
personality, or the personality no longer dominates the human body.
An example that I choose to give is a common one: the person has memories along with active physical
senses in the physical body. Suddenly as if no time has passed at all, and a human death has occurred
and transition happens, the individual in their spirit life still has their memories and the experience of
their physical senses and attributes except now the location of their life has changed and these attributes
have changed location now functioning in a spirit body and not solely in a physical body. The
personality with all its attribute has changed environments. The human body and the organic
environment of Earth have been exchanged for the spirit body and the spirit environments of the Sphere.
The spirit body takes over the personality, for it is in control now. This needs to be, for the personality
and attributes of soul that forms part of the personality in order to survive physical death.
The spirit body commences its forming as soon as the soul incarnates at the time of a human conception.
The spirit body and its systems have already been part of the personality during a person’s physical life
and so, when one is living in the spirit world these systems need not be created for the systems of the
spirit body have already been originated in their potential and form for spirit living, when the soul
incarnated and began life in the physical body. Even when the human is without any awareness of the
spirit body, these systems are primed and ready and functioning so that the personality and its attributes
of experience relate with the spirit body and are fit for survival after physical death.
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Once one adjusts through these early stages of spirit living, the personality is integrated into the spirit
body and these new spirit senses come to life, seamless in forming and acting in the personality. This be
said the same for the mind attribute and its function in the spirit body personality. So perfectly modelled
are the Spirit Laws formed by God to ensure that this phase of an individual’s transition into the spirit
world happens without disturbance, interference or disharmony in the reconstitution of the personality
from the physical body, to the individual spirits life now living in their spirit body. This is what the
identity of death actually is, why it happens and why death is a required part of living. Humans do not
live on the face of the Earth forever. Our experience has a finite conclusion with a continuance of life in
the spirit world. Death provides the time that God’s Spirit Laws safely integrate the shifting of each
personality from their human living to their now spirit living.
From God’s perspective, these workings were set in place before or prior to the first attribute of soul
incarnating and the first mortal personality formed in soulful physical nature. And so, whilst what I am
explaining sounds new the truth of the fact to these workings have been a reality for thousands of human
years. Although human culture and social beliefs, experience and awareness has changed with the years,
these Spirit workings and their act at ensuring the correct passage and survival of the individual
personality from the human experience into the spirit experience have never changed or been altered to
work or function in any other way.
The whole human body doesn’t need to be reconstituted upon the completion of its life and immediate
living in the spirit world, only that part of the individual that can function in this spirit environment
needs to survive and this part of the human is the collective attribute of the personality which includes
the attribute of soul. Most of the physical body remains to the Earth and its decomposition according to
the social culture of its day. I say most because, aspects of the personality are influenced by the physical
body and one has memory, and memory of their physical personality and so, whilst there is no physical
evidence of the physical body present, most can remember and have memory of their physical body now
they are in their spirit body. A human life is soul first, then spirit body, then human body. Of course all
three attributes compose one individual finite personality. From my perspective living with the
Immortal Love, I have learnt that everything human is soul and this is demonstrated in the condition of
each soul reflected in the spirit body and the personality of the individual upon the commencement of
their living in the spirit world.
God is Soul and Spirit. This is a brief description of the most complex individual universal creation ever
formed. For the purposes of this work, this description is more than adequate otherwise we can become
lost in the detail. Truth of it is that one could write on a page that lasts forever about the nature of God
and still there would not be enough ink in the world to fill it. God has other mortal universes going on
in other places and the same Immortal Divine Love that is present for us is present to those mortal
personalities. There is only one Immortal Love that serves every single finite mortal personality, and for
good reason! The economy of God reveals perfect nature and because there are many formations of
mortal personality in their own universe, this doesn’t require unique Immortal Loves to exist to fulfil the
potential of us all.
The attributes of the human personality are spirit body fit. The attributes of the spirit body are soul
perfect. And, the attributes of each finite mortal soul encompass the spirit body with its attribute and the
physical body with its attribute. The determining principle in the way the Spirit Laws work at the time
of transition of the personality from the human world into the spirit world act in accord with the soul and
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not with various other intrinsic aspects of information and experience. In a snapshot of vision, God
works from Soul in accord with soul and from this fundamental position, which includes the most telling
of Spirit Laws, all other Spirit Laws that act with the spirit body and the physical body must follow in
accord with these greater soul Laws. Quite literally, God the Soul takes or brings each human soul
across The Great Divide of human death and birth into spirit life whilst perfectly integrating,
maintaining and sustaining the attributes of personality in the spirit body and establishing the spirit body
fit for spirit living so that when the individual awakens in their awareness that one is alive it is complete
and yet each person is unaware that such a soulful journey has happened.
A human death marks the end of a soul’s capacity to survive in that environment and so, a transition
must take place or something must happen, or else the attribute of soul that is incarnated would be
compromised in its continuance of life. Fortunately this doesn’t happen. God has ordained it to be that
each soul continues to live and for this to happen, a transition of environments takes place.
If there has been a disturbance in the mind when one was human, and if this disturbance was involuntary
then the mind is reconstituted between the spirit body and the personality to a normal function in the
spirit world. If the mind attribute has a disturbance due to an affliction placed upon it that deformed its
form by the voluntary nature of doing something to one’s self or having one thing done to one’s self by
another, then, this cause of disharmony can create compensation which one will need to make amends
for. And so, in the transition of a personality from the human world into the spirit world, the Spirit
Laws in their workings will not co-mingle to negate the Law of Compensation, which after the
reconstitution of a life into the spirit world, the personality may be subject to this Law of Compensation.
There is no confusion to this although the Law of Compensation does not come into effect until the
greater Laws have acted upon the soul in the time of personality transition from the human world into
the spirit world.
And so, it is with these Spirit functions that allow for the personality to continue its existence in the
spirit living in the spirit world, by no other means does this happen. I along with all of us here can see
how, what I am explaining works because we have survived our physical human lives. Obviously, when
we were living as people in our human experience on Earth, I along with most here had little or no idea
about this experience of such intrinsic functions and their workings that ensure individual survival in a
life after death. Now, we do know in our living proof of this survival, and we can look back on our
human lives as spirits from our position of knowing our once unknowing of such things. I have learnt
and can see how death is vastly important to the survival of the personality.
Are people meant to know about such realities? This is an individual concern, for such reality to become
commonplace in the human world would mark a significant shift and change in the collective human
world of experience and awareness. For those who do explore the afterlife and are seeking genuine
answers in their experience, these works will certainly help adding a clearer picture so that one might
have clearer vision on the nature of such spirit workings and how the soul, the spirit body and the
personality form the image by which one can then move forward in their quest to identify the
simultaneousness of these two existing environments – the physical human world and the spirit mortal
world – and how they interrelate with one another.
There is no doubt that from my observations observing people who are aware of the Divine Love, that
one relates this Love as being other than human-made, though made for the human soul. As far as I
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have seen, we who know and live with this Divine Love in our lives take a keen interest in how the
experience of Divine Love transpires in a human experience. It gives me good delight that most who
enjoy and participate with this Love recognise its true Spirit value and potential. The Divine Love
comes from the Soul origin, God and I see, most agree on this and this be the Truth as to the origin of
the Immortal Love. Also, most experience or see the Divine Love as a truth of spirit and soul and so by
being aware of this Love one feels that they are in touch with a Truth that becomes part of one’s soul
nature therefore this experience places one in touch with their spirit-nature which in turn causes one to
recognise that there is a life living after human life and that a spirit world and spirits exist. It is
important to recognise that spirits where once human ourselves! And that even though we selectively
choose – as you do – to participate with God and involve our selves in the experience of the Immortal
Love, that we here in spirit visibly see that the Divine Love still has Its origin in God the Soul and that a
Divine Love experience doesn’t end by one being simply a spirit in the spirit world.
I like to observe with discretion how the experience of Divine Love in a human life and so, I am
fascinated at how people experience this Love and learn about Its nature when clothed and immersed in
their physical body. I have learnt, as many of us have, about this aspect of living with the Father from
people’s human experience. I never judge another’s experience for I have seen how individuals judge
their own experience as they hew out their destiny with God. Most people in their Divine Love
experience have very little contact with Celestial spirits or can perceive the reality of how the spirit
world works. I have the advantage of seeing what people cannot see and I know what most deem as
unknowable on how the intrinsic workings of the Spirit Laws function with the soul, spirit body and
personality. In no way does one’s inability to see and converse with Celestial spirits belittles the
experience of one who is endeavouring to embrace the Immortal Love in the trials and tribulations of
their human life. To me and to all of us here, there is no separation of experience, for we know that the
Divine Love present and available here and wherever mortal souls experience life and so, each unique
environment perceived by us as being an equality and part of the great forming of environments in
which God has enabled mortal nature and Immortal nature to live and experience Love and Spirit in.
If a person struggles in their experience of integrating, identifying and accepting the Divine Love and Its
origin, Celestial spirits understand this and I admire one’s persistence of faith as one may continue to
doubt the actual validity of what they are doing by trying to accept an invisible Immortal Love into a
soul that one hardly knows to be the true individual nature of ones’ self. I like how the nature of God is
explored, by those who recognise God’s universality and how a personalised experience in the Love, the
Divine Love of God inspires or settles one’s heart and mind.
The only thing I don’t like to see in a Divine Love experience is when one who has experienced the
Love and found the Truth of It then by reason of their own desire for self-importance in the deceit of
power, manipulates other people to suit one’s self so that the individual error is then confirmed as a truth
and deceives people who are honestly and sincerely trying to find the Immortal Gift, the Divine Love
and to learn of Its’ related truths. Anyone who does this, and there are those who have, there are those
doing this and there will be those who will, will pay a heavy price in their compensation that will be
collected by that kind of individual when they commence their living here in the spirit world. Even
when living with the Divine Love no human escapes the Spirit Law of Compensation. It is an error for
one to think that simply because one is with the Divine Love and one has this awareness as one is living
among people who have yet this awareness of the Love, that the one with the Love has more authority
and power over another by imposing themselves simply because one knows a Divine Truth when the
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other lives solely in their natural truth. The Celestial teachers go to great lengths when teaching us
about the correct way of introducing the Origins’ Love and how this Love might be obtained. We learn
so that in our help to create this awareness of the potential for this Immortal Love, we do not commit an
error when teaching or introducing the Love.
It must be said there is a responsibility living with the Divine Love. And, living with the Love
ultimately teaches one self-respect and universal responsibility. This is visible here in the Celestial
Heaven and from this universal responsibility comes great vision and freedom. If you look at life on
Earth everyone is on the way in their learning of how to take responsibility for one’s self or another and,
for the environment they live in even though this experience is often immersed in complete
irresponsibility. The choice for Immortality can never be taken for granted, treated lightly or highly
underestimated. Where would the world of man and spirit be if it were not for God?
This has been a well-received message, thank you
Your Celestial friend
Jude

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but

also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will
of your Mother and Father.

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html

Library Downloads – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared. The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.
info@pascashealth.com
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DIVINE LOVE:

http://www.fcdt.org/divinelove.htm

The words "Divine Love" have been used in many contexts to convey different meanings. But in the
context of our Heavenly Mother and Father, Divine Love is the greatest gift in all the universe. It
transcends all else that can assist humankind fulfil their dreams of happiness and have them resolved
within themselves. God's Divine Love is the one thing in all of God's infinite universe that can bring
about eternal life and everlasting happiness in the Celestial Kingdom.
What is Divine Love?
The Divine Love differs from the natural love of man with which he was endowed when created, which
belongs to all humans, and which they all possess in a more or less perfect condition in this: that the
Divine Love is that Love which belongs to or is a part of God, possessing Their Nature and composed of
Their Substance, and which, when possessed by a human soul to a sufficient degree, makes him divine
and of the nature of God.
What is the New Birth?
The New Birth is simply the effect of the flowing of this Divine Love of our Mother and Father into the
soul of a man and the disappearing of everything that tends to sin and error. As the Divine Love takes
possession of the soul, and one embraces Feeling Healing, sin and error disappear. It, the soul, becomes
of a quality like the Great Soul of our Heavenly Parents. And with the Soul of the Mother and Father
being Divine and immortal in Its quality of Love, so, when the soul of man becomes possessed of this
quality of Love, the soul being the man, this soul becomes divine also. Then, the image becomes the
substance; the mortal becomes the immortal; and the soul of man, as to love and hope, becomes a part of
the Mother and Father's Divinity.
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How does one receive the Divine Love?
The only way is simply this: that men shall believe with all the sincerity of their minds and souls that
this great Love of our Mother and Father is waiting to be bestowed upon each and all of them; and that
when they come to our Mother and Father in faith and earnest aspirations, this Love will not be
withholden from them. And, in addition to this belief, that they pray with all the earnestness and
longings of their souls that our Mother and Father will open up their souls to the inflowing of this Love,
and that then may come the Holy Spirit to them to bring this Love into their souls in such abundance that
their souls may be transformed into the very Essence of our Mother and Father's Love. The soul who
will thus believe and pray will never be disappointed, and the Way to the Kingdom will be his as
certainly as that the sun shines by day upon the just and unjust alike.
Take the test.
Too often we are told to believe something based on what we are told. You don't have to "believe"
anymore. Now you can have physical proof of the existence of God and Their Love for you?
"test my teachings that the Father’s Love was now available, and pray for it to the Father
in earnest prayer, and see whether, if this was done in sincerity, the Father’s Love,
conveyed through the Holy Spirit, would burn and glow in the soul, by which sign they
would realize His Love was present therein." – Jesus
http://www.fcdt.org/Publications/NTRJ/ntr_1_9_22.htm
Date: June 14 and November 5, 1955
Medium:
Dr. Daniel G Samuels
Publication: New Testament Revelations of Jesus of Nazareth, p. 22

Take it to heart – earnestly pray for God's Divine Love and feel the glowing of Their Love in your soul.
Jesus gave us the Prayer for Divine Love to help us in our prayers to our Mother and Father.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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DIVINE LOVE – what does it do?
The divine gift from asking for and receiving Divine Love will steadily, but with certainty, raise one’s
quality of life and also of all those around such a person who is seeking and receiving this Love.
The receiving of Divine Love, which is a substance, with certainty, progressively:


























Raises one’s love for those around them, whilst embracing one’s Feeling Healing.
Raises one’s perception of all things – naturally grows one’s intelligence – soul intelligence.
Enables one to feel and resolve negative emotional issues more readily during Feeling Healing.
Humility becomes self evident. Humility enables one to feel their errors and emotions.
Divine Love strengthens one’s resolve to express errors, emotional injuries and untruths.
Divine Love with Feeling Healing to remove emotional errors, enhances one’s health.
Divine Love enables one to become more childlike – not adult serious at all times.
Divine Love raises one’s capability of feeling – no longer needing to be mind controlling.
By becoming feeling orientated, one no longer is mind / intellectually dominated.
The strength to fight and overcome sin and error is strengthened through the Divine Love.
The Law of Compensation process is more resolved by Feeling Healing with Divine Love.
Receipt of Divine Love grows one’s faith, beliefs become faith and then knowing.
As our faith grows our intensity to ask and then receive Divine Love grows.
We begin to follow our passions and desires, no longer fear and mind driven.
Truth being told at all times then progressively becomes a way of life.
Our quality of life blossoms, our finances and relationships prosper.
Man creates his own environment, seeking Divine Love can vastly improve one’s environment.
Health carers receiving Divine Love enhance healing outcomes beyond comprehension.
Receiving Divine Love may assist in bringing a struggling marriage back into harmony.
You progressively become dependent upon our Heavenly Parents, not self dependent.
Personal growth in love directly assists the soul condition growth of one’s children.
Divine Love assists one’s rate of soul condition to progress whilst embracing Feeling Healing.
Divine Love is a substance that changes the human soul to that of the Divine.
Without Divine Love, one cannot progress into the Celestial Spheres (8th sphere and higher).
Divine Love, with Feeling Healing, enables everlasting Love and Life in the Celestial Heavens.

“The Law of Compensation doesn’t operate on isolated actions, but on the overall condition of people’s
souls, because the deeds are the consequence of this condition. Our behaviour is the reflection of our
souls. Never see isolated deeds, always see souls whose condition leads to certain deeds. It is the soul
condition which determines the motive and consequently the action. It is our lack of trust in God, this
ultimate and definitive trust, which only soul development may give us. This lack is why we suffer.”
Judas of Kerioth 5th October 2001
As you grow in love, illness issues abate, financial security improves, and your treatment of your fellow
man is the same as how you would like to be treated. You grow in natural intelligence; your perception
on many subjects becomes profoundly more loving and supportive of and for your way of life and how
you interact with your fellow man.
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This quality of life and love permeates and extends into every facit of your physical life and continues to
grow as you progress on your journey within the spirit world.
Your capabilities to ask for and receive Divine Love is a gift between you and your creator, God. You
do not need an intermediator, nor do you need to join with any organisation. This is your own personal
journey and experience. You can share this with others, but no one can take it away from you.
This Love will elevate the human soul to a condition that it may perceive the spiritual truths which God
has waiting to be revealed to His children who aspire to understand the nature of the divine and what
their true relationship to Him and their family of souls is.
“Keep faith with God, and be open to His Love, and you will overcome with confidence and, indeed,
peace of mind, optimism and happiness, those circumstances that seem to mar the fulfilment of your
years.” Mary (mother)
https://new-birth.net/samuelsmessages/miscellaneous-messages/jesus-birth-and-youth-as-revealed-by-mary-mother-of-jesus/
Divine Love Flow
Natural Love Flow
Natural love is Creation’s love;
Divine Love is Soul’s love.
One can swap back and forwards between paths
I am God
I am God’s son / daughter / child
Intellectual
Emotional
Self reliant (trust myself)
God reliant (God relationship)
Self-determination
way of life
Soul-spirit living harmony
Mind dominates
Soul dominates
Adult like
Child like
Control
Feeling
Millions of paths (man created)
Defined path (God created)
Peak possibility is 6th sphere
Peak possibility is infinity
time to complete path:
(sphere / mansion world are same)
100 years to over 1,000 years
5 years to over 10 years to at-onement

‘The difference between what are regarded as two paths, the Natural Love Path
and the Divine Love Path, is, essentially, the amount of Divine Love that beings
have been able to acquire.’
Quote from Celestial Spirit Richard 22 Dec 2012
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The Padgett Messages, received 1914 to 1923 and published in the Book of Truths, has now been
extended with further session of messages having been received between 2012 and 2013, and titled
“The DIVINE UNIVERSE” via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold.

The DIVINE UNIVERSE
16.10.2012:

79.

Prayer of the Heart

I encourage the heart that prays to the Father for the Divine Love. I encourage the heart that loves the
Love, and with sincere aspiration, feels for the Love. If there be any doubt, loss of faith or hardship of
heart, I encourage the heart not to give up or give the Love away. The Father hears your prayers and the
heart be rest assured in this. Never will a good heart be forsaken. As the Father does so do I, see and
hear your heart, and prayers for the Love and the needs for wellbeing. Never give your heart up; trust in
the One who knows your true heart, and there the Father loves you. One may never fully understand
the intricate workings of time, past present and future, but the heart knows faith and Love and the Father
Loves a good heart. Pray with faith, and in your heart my truth and the Father’s Divine Love meet you
there.
I have given you this prayer of the heart so that men and women may draw from its words, strength, love
and faith
Your beloved friend and companion,

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but

also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will
of your Mother and Father.
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The BEAUTIFUL MIRACLE:

5 Oct 2012

The DIVINE UNIVERSE

The way in which the Spirit conveys the Divine Love into the soul is a beautiful miracle. The
attribute of mortal soul prior to incarnation has to it, a potential within it that is part of its formed
nature. After the soul incarnates this potential remains part of the soul and even if the forming
personality is unaware of such a soul potential, the potential still exists. The Divine Love is entirely
suitable in its energy of harmony to be the energy that a mortal soul can utilise. The Spirit covers the
spirit body when the individual sincerely asks the Soul of God for the Divine Love and this covering
of the spirit body is where the dynamic of this beautiful miracle takes place. From the internal
longing of the individual for the Divine Love this activates the Spirit Law that activates the Spirit that
is then attracted to the spirit body upon which the Spirit material of the spirit body draws the Divine
Love in to its soul and this union completes. The key here is to gain a perceptive insight into
realising that the spirit body is not an inert body but that it is living and has activity, recognisable
from its first forming from the Spirit Law that materialises a spirit body. The Spirit and the spirit
body to give an analogy are like two attracting magnets and when the surface of the spirit body is
touched by the Spirit, this causes the automatic response of the Divine Love to permeate into the
attribute of soul and so begins the transformation of energy from the natural into the Immortal Divine
Harmony. If the individual continues the receipt of Divine Love, the energy that is Divine Love
actively begins to change the soul and this is felt in the spirit body systems and can produce feelings
of love and elation. The spirit-mind begins to change as all spirit body systems are affected by the
changed condition now experienced in the soul as the soul becomes living and vital. In one’s
progression of this Divine transformation, the soul will mature enough from the amount of Divine
energy it receives and at that moment the surface of the spirit body and the Spirit are continuously
attracted to each other, then one is living in the presence of the Father in perfect harmony, and this
clarifies the truth about what it means to be truly at-one with God.
Soul within
spirit body
prior to receiving
Divine Love.

Divine Love being received
from The Spirit, covering the
spirit body of the requesting
personality.

Divine Love having been
assimilated within one’s soul,
now being reflected through the
radiance of the spirit body.
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SHINING TOWARD SPIRIT:
665. The Shining toward Truth

Vol III, p. 157, 14 Nov 2014 – 14 Mar 2015 Zara and Nicholas
www.lulu.com

It is I Matthew, a teacher of the Divine Love. I have
communicated with you recently, now I desire to provide you with
a visual description of the Love.
Imagine a continuous Energy shining light blue that is unbroken with a seamless surface that surround
every mortal and Immortal spirit. Imagine if you were to become aware that this energetic field of lightblue Energy existed in its shining radiance just near where you are. Now that you are aware that this
unbroken Divine Love is unified energetic field of living Love, by opening toward the Soul of God and
aspiring for the Divine Love, the Acting Spirit gently brings a small portion of this shining blue Energy
into your soul
The Divine Love that you have received remains part of this great Energy that the Divine Love is and
even though this small portion of Divine Love, now within your soul, in its shining radiance and
energetic cause, it is never separated from the continuous energetic field of Energy that the Divine Love
is. Having partaken of this Energy it is with perception that one is aware that the Divine Love within
one’s soul is the same Divine Love that every person and spirit who has partaken of this Love,
participates with. Even though in our individuality we partake of this Divine Energy, this Love is never
broken away from the Source and Origin from which this Divine Love emanates.
The Divine Love is bestowed into our finite soul by the Acting Spirit, but this Spirit remains in contact
with our spirit body and does not enter the finite soul to become part of our finite soul essence that we
are. No mortal or Immortal spirit can manifest in their soul the Acting Spirit so that this Spirit – this
Holy Spirit – becomes part of our existing finite sprit body. Only the Divine Love and its Energy
becomes part of our finite soul, which causes the change to our spirit body. The Acting Spirit always
remains its own attribute and never does a Celestial spirit claim ownership or take possession of the
Acting Spirit within their soul. (The Holy Spirit / Acting Spirit is an instrument of the Source Soul, our
Father.)
This is one of the wonderful Truths by which we who have been transformed by the Divine Love
understand our personal relationship with the Father’s ever-present Acting Spirit. The shining Energy of
Divine Love is all around us and when we have partaken of this Love, part of our finite nature becomes
independently shining in this true perfect Love.
I provide these words that may appeal to those who are visual and to express the universal appearance of
the Divine Love and the personal touch when in contact with the Acting Spirit.
Matthew (Apostle)

Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that
this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is God’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.
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To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling
Healing so to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Love, then one is also
Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully
acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst longing for the
truth they are to show us.
Our salvation IS by embracing Feeling Healing with the Divine Love.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Follow your heart, follow your love and do that in loving action, your inner love leads in your asking
the Soul of God to receive a little of the Love to strengthen one’s resolve to heal.

“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love proclaim its energy into my soul.”
“Mother – Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love. Please hear my aspiration for
your Love and as I approach you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that
you are loving my soul.”
Try it; give the Feeling Healing and Love a go! If you want to shine, receive the Love.
One can simply receive the Love without following any religious or spiritual teaching taught by man!
Emotional errors and injuries cause encrustment around the soul, the soul is never damaged however,
the encrustments retard love energy flow to and from the soul. Feeling Healing melts such injuries.

Three Great Truths:
 God is Soul, being Mother and Father;
 that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;
 and Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the pathway to Paradise.
PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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Prayer for Divine Love: (extract)
“We pray that Thou will open up our souls to the inflowing of Thy love, and that
then may come Thy Holy Spirit to bring into our souls this, Thy love in great
abundance, until our souls shall be transformed into the very essence of
Thyself; and that there may come to us faith--such faith as will cause us to
realize that we are truly Thy children and one with Thee in very substance and
not in image only.”

Oliver Twist asked: "Please, sir, I want some more."
Maybe we should consider asking:
"Please, Mother and Father, I want some more."

God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
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Primary recommended reading: consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935 xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Golden Leaf
2008
– Zara & Nicholas
The Richard Messages
2012 – 2013
– James Reid
The Divine Universe
2012 – 2013
– Zara & Nicholas
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
2014 – 2015
– Joseph Babinsky
Traveller, An Immortal Journey
2014 – 2015
– Zara & Nicholas
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love 2015 – 2016
– Zara & Nicholas
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
The Way of Divine Love
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World
– Joseph Babinsky
The Human Soul
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love Flowing
– Joseph Babinsky
The Truth
– Werner Voets
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven
– Robert James Lees
Life in the World Unseen
– Anthony Borgia
Gone West
– J M S Ward
Post Mortem Journal
– Jane Sherwood
After Death / Letters from Julia
– William T Stead
Thirty Years Among the Dead
– Carl A Wickland
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land
– Franchezzo
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen – Geoff Cutler
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text
– Dr George M Lamsa
Available generally from:
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
www.lulu.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages (for condensed versions – see below)
1914 – 1923 Pages 945
The Urantia Book
(see suggested papers to read below)
James Moncreif Books:
MoC
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
1,494
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
1,490 Jan – Apr 2013
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
1,489 Apr – May 2013
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
1,490 Oct – Jan 2014
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
1,491 Jan – May 2014
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV
1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014
This group being pages of

228
189
170
164
177
206
229
187
191
84
1,825

Paul – City of Light
1,488.5
2005 149
Ann and Terry
2013 235
Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
2006 179
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
2006 159
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
2006 168
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.
2009 175
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.
2010 151
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
2006 139
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
2009 173
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
2010 179
With Verna – a nature spirit
2008 279
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
2010 37
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website
362
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
2017 260
Divine Love Spirituality
2017 250
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings
2017 153
Religion of Feelings
1,500
2017 44
This group being pages of 3,092
Religion of Feelings
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Main website of DLS
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
Childhood Repression website
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
DLS and CR forum
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by
James Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that
has never previously been made available.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been
criticised as being to heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back
then.
Ann and Terry
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on them selves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad feeling are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings,
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your
Feeling Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being,
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
downloadable index to all Pascas Papers.
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link..
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult

PA S
SCA
PER
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware the availability of Divine
Love and embrace our Soul
Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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LOVE and LIGHT: The luminosity of a loving soul shines through the spirit body.

